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Introduction to "Newcomers and the Environment"

This book was written with two purposes in mind: to teach ESL and to teach environmental education. Immigrants who
work in the field of environmental education and protection have been profiled. We answer a number of questions about
each person. Why did they come to the United States? How did they chose their profession? What information do they
want to pass on to other newcomers? These immigrants have come to America and successfully made a new life for
themselves, as our students hope to do. They serve as an inspiration, both personally and professionally, to all who use
this textbook.

To make the book more understandable to students with limited English, there is a glossary of special vocabulary words.
The vocabulary words are underlined, and appear throughout the book. When you see an underlined word, go to the
glossary to find out what the word means in English, or to see a translation of that word in any of these six languages:
Bosnian, Hmong, Russian, Somali, Spanish and Vietnamese. In some of the exercises the vocabulary words are not under-
lined. The glossary begins on page 101.

Who should use this textbook

There are two versions of this text book: Intermediate and Advanced. The Advanced textbook is written for ESL students
scoring over 210 on the CASAS and reading at the 4th grade level or above.

How to use this textbook

Each chapter begins with a story. Read the story with your student. Read each sentence to them and have them repeat
word for word. Stop at the end of each paragraph and quiz them about vocabulary and content. We recommend when-
ever possible to have the students work cooperatively. Later, there are some examples of ways to have students learn
cooperatively when they do the exercises in this book. Most of the answer in the Answer Key are written as complete
sentences from the book. You can decide if you want your students to give short answers or answer in complete sentences.

The people profiled in this book are happy to answer any questions that you.or your students might have.about their
profession. Information on how to contact them is provided at the end of each story, along with suggestions on where to
get additional information on the subject discussed in that chapter.

Exercise 1 Reading Comprehension

Exercise 1 in each chapter is a reading comprehension exercise. The students find the correct information in the story,
and write their answers to the questions. The instructor can decide if he/she wants the students to write their answers
as complete sentences.

Exercise 2 Text Editing

Exercise 2 in each chapter consists of sentences from the text, however, some words are incorrect. The students need to
decide which words are incorrect and cross them out. Then the students need to find the correct word from the text and
write it above the crossed out word. When the students are done, the answers can be checked cooperatively with another
student. In a classroom setting each student can put one answer on the board, and the class can approve the corrections
as a group.

Exercises 3 to 6

Exercises 3 to 6 vary from chapter to chapter. They may be grammar, reading comprehension, fill-in the blank, matching
or discussion exercises. The grammar exercises review the vocabulary and grammatical structures from the text. Fill in
the blank and matching exercises review vocabulary. The discussion exercises ask the students to talk with each other
and compare and contrast how things are done in their country, with how things are done here. After the discussion, the
class as a whole can review their answers and each student can explain what they learned while talking to their partner.

Additional Information Required

Exercise 6, in Chapters 1 and 2, requires students to use a local recycling brochure. Contact your county or local city hall
for recycling information. Exercise 6, in Chapter 7, requires students to use the "Minnesota Fishing Regulations" book to
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answer the questions. Free books are available by calling the DNR at 1-888-646-6367. Exercise 6, in Chapter 9, requires
students to use "A Guide to Minnesota State Parks." For free copies of the guide call the DNR number above. Exercise
5, in Chapter 10, requires students to use "The Minnesota Fish Consumption Advisory Booklet." Call the MN Department
of Health at 651-215-0950 for copies of the free booklet.

Cooperative learning activities for your students:

Have students work in pairs whenever possible. If the pairs of students speak different languages it is easier to get them
to speak English to each other. Because of this, you may want to chose the pairs that will be working together. This way,
students won't automatically pair up with someone with whom they can speak their own language. If you are working
one-to-one with a student, consider yourself the student's partner as you go through the exercises.

Have each pair work together to write the correct answers in one of their books. Then have one student dictate the
correct answers while the other student writes the answers in their workbook. You may find it difficult to get your stu-
dents to work cooperatively when they both have copies of the text. In that case, when they've completed an exercise,
have students close their books. Give a pair of students one copy of the questions and see if they can ask and answer
the questions orally with their partner.

Chapter 1

Exercise 1 (page 4)
1. Where is Kou from? Laos
2. Why did he leave Laos? It was no longer safe.
3. How long has he lived in Wisconsin? for 20 years or since 1980
4. When did he get an environmental job? in 1996
5. Why did some people drink polluted water? There was no other water to drink.
6. What happened to people when they drank polluted water? Many people became ill.
7. What did the first recycling company in Laos reuse? pop bottles and other glass bottles
8. What did a Thai company recycle? gun shells
9. What does Kou teach people to do? He teaches them how to compost their garbage.
10. What does he do with the soil from his compost pile? He puts it on his garden to help his plants grow.
11. How many bags of garbage did his family throw away each week? 3
12. How many bags do they throw away now? 1

Exercise 2 (page 5)
1. Kou was serving in the Anlepieaft military (of Laos) when he was 44 (16) years old.
2. Kou came to iroes (the US) because it was (no longer) safe to remain in Laos.
3. Kou lived in Gape& (the United States) for many years before he became interested in tefivefemefftel
(environmental) education.
4. In 4476 (1996), Kou Xiong was fipeel (hired) by the Rehttsiftg (Recycling) Program in Eau Claire.
5. In Laos people became w444 (ill) because of iffeteeteel (polluted) water.
6. The Laotian government (didn't) managed garbage, and people didn't cared about the environment.
7. Aft Armiefrieft (Thai) company came to Laos to feview (recycle) gun shells.
8. In Wisconsin the Department of internal Affaira (Natural Resources) has many fev4ew (reuse) and recycling programs.
9. He eefrittees (composts) food and yard waste, and puts composted soil on his eiriveway (garden).
10. Because they eempar-e (compost) and fevise (recycle), Kou's family only throws away 3 (1) bags of garbage a week.

Exercise 3 (page 6) Other correct answers are possible.
1. Kou grew up in Laos. Where did Kou grow up?
2. They moved to Eau Claire, Wisconsin, in 1980. Where did they move in 1980?
3. Kou lived in the US for many years. How long did Kou live in the US?
4. In Laos people washed clothes in the river. -- Where did people wash clothes in Laos?
5. People drank the polluted water. What did people drink?
6. An American company collected pop bottles. What did an American company collect?
7. They reused the glass bottles. What did they reuse?
8. A Thai company recycled gun shells into metal chairs. What did a Thai company recycle?
9. Many Southeast Asian people learned how to recycle. -- What did many Southeast Asian people learn?
10. Kou and his family threw away 3 bags of garbage a week. How many bags of garbage did they throw away?
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Exercise 4 (page 8) Discuss what happens to garbage using the photos in the book.
What happens to garbage after we throw it away? It's taken to a landfill or waste-to energy facility. (garbage burner)
Why is it a good idea to reuse and recycle? It keeps the air and water cleaner. It saves energy. It keeps material out of
landfills.

Exercise 5 (page 9)
Answers will vary.

Exercise 6 (page 10)
Answers will vary.

Chapter 2

Exercise 1 (page 14)
1. When she was growing up, what did Stefanie learn? She learned to be happy with what she had.
2. What did she always want to do? She always wanted to protect the environment.
3. What fascinated her when she came to the United States? She was fascinated with the large size of this country.
4. What surprised her? She was surprised to see that everything is big, including the trash cans.
5. Why can everybody relate to recycling? Because everybody buys things and throws away garbage.
6. Why did she think she got her job? She thinks she got the job because she was volunteering.
7. What were her job duties at the recycling hotline? She answered calls about curbside recycling.
8. What did she learn about people? She learned that people have very different feelings about garbage and recycling.
9. What is her job now? She is the Assistant Public Outreach Coordinator for the San Francisco Recycling Program.
10. Why does she have information translated into Chinese and Spanish? Because those are the two most common
languages spoken in the home after English.
11. Why are environmental regulations a new idea for many newcomers? Many countries don't have environmental laws.
12. What does Stefanie sometimes wish? She wishes that there was a law that said people must recycle.

Exercise 2 (page 15)
1. She grew up close to feeter-ies (nature) and had many toys (pets).
2. In her family they didn't eat (waste) food or keep (throw away) things that were still good.
3. Stefanie moved to c-eksped.e (California) from Ccorgia (Germany) in 1997.
4. She always worried (wanted) to prepese (protect) the environment.
5. In the ij-14 (US) she was sere.eseet (surprised) to see that everything is very &mail (big).
6. Everybody sells (buys) things and throws away garage (garbage), no matter what their iftelifie (income) or cultural
background is.
7. At the hetheese (hotline), she answered calls about bedsiri.e (curbside) recycling.
8. She has some 4,v...4E14014s (information) translated into Pine 454 (Spanish) and Chinese.
9. She sometimes wishes there was a lake (law) here that said people must rehsse (recycle).
10. She has learned that groups with different eerefertelste (cultural) backgrounds have different reasons to protect the
retirement (environment).
11. She hopes that more newcomers will look into jekes (jobs) that help the exeiterrtenr (environment).

Exercise 3 (page 16)
1. She became interested in environmental education. Environmental education was interesting to her.
2. She was fascinated with the large size of the country. The large size of the country was fascinating to her.
3. She was surprised to see that everything was very big. To see that everything was very big was surprising to her.
4. Working with people from different cultures makes it fascinating for her. She was fascinated to work with people
from different cultures.
5. What was surprising for you in the US? Answers will vary.
6. What kind of work is interesting to you? Answers will vary.

Exercise 4 (page 17)
Answers will vary.

Exercise 5 (page 19) There can be more than one correct answer.
1. glass bottles and jars, cans Rinse out food
2. corrugated cardboard Flatten or tear down



3. newspapers and inserts, boxboard, mixed paper and junk mail magazines, catalogs and phone books --Put in a paper
grocery bag
4. glass bottles and jars Remove foil labels
5. glass bottles and jars, plastic bottles Remove caps and lids
6. glass bottles and jars Sort by color
7. corrugated cardboard Can not recycle pizza boxes
8. cereal and other food boxes Remove any bags from inside
9. newspapers and inserts Must be clean and dry
10. cans, plastic bottles, glass bottles and jars -- Rinse them clean

Exercise 6 (page 20)
Answers will vary.

Chapter 3

Exercise 1 (page 24)
1. What did Girma study in the Soviet Union? He studied engineering.
2. Why didn't he return to his country? He would have been persecuted if he returned.
3. What did he study in Minnesota? He studied environmental engineering (wastewater treatment).
4. Where did he get a summer job? He got a summer job at the Metropolitan Wastewater Treatment Plant.
5. How big is the Twin Cities treatment facility? It's one of the 10 biggest in the nation.
6. What happens to anything that you put in a storm drain? -- It goes into the lakes and rivers.
7. What happens if your car leaks and it rains? The rain causes the automotive fluids to flow into the storm drains.
8. What does Girma want to leave for the future? He wants to leave a cleaner environment.
9. What's one thing that's dangerous to put in the sewer? Gasoline. It can explode right in your sewer pipe.
10. Who can you contact to get information on how to throw away chemicals? You can contact your county solid waste office.
11. What question does Girma ask people? "Are you going to be a friend of the environment or not?"

Exercise 2 (page 25)
. 1. Girma left Ethiopia to study -ref-efeeiftg (engineering) in the Eerepeaft (Soviet) Union.
2. Because of his fteekstents (activities) he could not return to his fee (country).
3. He was elefeeteel (accepted) by the United States, and decided to attend the University of Wieeensift, (Minnesota).
4. He got a wie4ef (summer) job at the Metropolitan 4eanwetef-rteeheetfeent (Wastewater Treatment) Plant.
5. The treatment process removes the eeeteiftere (contaminants), and other things that can cause distooee (disease), from
the wastewater.
6. "Anything that you put in the tkewep (storm drain) goes into the rifel (lake) where you want to Oa,. (fish)."
7. One way to help the environment is to eteft (stop) leaks in your 944* (car).
8. We want to leave a eeelef (cleaner) environment for the pest (future) and for our children.
9. Chemicals like gasoline can e*pese (explode) in the sewer 4frpe (pipe).
10. You can get itwitatieft (information) on how to throw away anything from your e, (county) solid waste office.
11. He asks, "Are you going to be a fao (friend) of the t.r.eatfeeftt (environment) or not?"

Exercise 3 (page 26)
1. What automotive products should not be thrown in the storm drain? oil, gasoline, antifreeze, automobile cleaners,
engine cleaners, batteries and oil filters
2. What lawn and garden products should not be thrown in the storm drain? fertilizer with weed killer, chemicals that
kill weeds and pests, chemicals that are used in swimming pools
3. What household products should not be thrown in the storm drain? paint, painting products, cleaners or any prod-
ucts that come in aerosol cans, batteries, fluorescent lights, and things with mercury
4. What happens to everything that is thrown in the storm drain? It will flow into lakes and rivers.

Exercise 4 (page 27)
1. Where should you wash your car? -- on the lawn
2. Why should you wash it there? That will stop soap, dirt, rust and water from running into the storm drains.
3. What should you do if you see some automotive fluid on the street or driveway? Soak up the fluid with a rag and
throw the rag in the garbage.
4. Why? That will help to keep the environment clean.
5. How will keeping your car well tuned help save the environment? You will help lower air pollution.
6. How will keeping the correct amount of air in your tires save you money? You will use less gasoline.
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Exercise 5 (page 28)
1. If you wash your car on the grass, you will stop the soap and dirt from running in the storm drains.
2. If you wash your car in the street, you will pollute the lakes and rivers.
3. If you don't wipe up fluid leaks with a rag, you will cause pollution.
4. If you wipe up fluid leaks with a rag, you will help keep the environment clean.
5. If you keep your car well tuned, you will use less gas and lower air pollution.
6. If you don't keep your car well tuned, you will use more gas and cause air pollution.
7. If you keep the correct amount of air in your tires, you will use less gas and save money.
8. If you don't keep the correct amount of air in your tires, you will use more gas and spend more money.

Exercise 6 (page 29)
1. Keep your car well tuned. You might use as much as 20% less gasoline.
--If you keep your car well tuned, you can use as much as 20% less gasoline.
2. Keep the correct amount of air in your tires. You will use less gasoline.

If you keep the correct amount of air in your tires, you will use less gasoline.
3. Keep these automotive fluids away from the streets, so they don't flow into the storm drains. That will help the environment.

If you keep these automotive fluids away from the streets, so they don't flow into the storm drains, that will help the environment
4. Don't put gasoline in the sewer. It might explode in the sewer.

If you put gasoline in the sewer, it can explode in the sewer.
5. We can be friends of the environment. Our children might have a cleaner environment in the future.

If we can be friends of the environment, our children can have a cleaner environment in the future.
6. Don't throw chemicals, like gasoline, in the sewer. You might be fined.

If you throw chemicals, like gasoline, in the sewer, you can be fined.

Exercise 7 (page 30)
Answers will vary.

Chapter 4

Exercise 1 (page 34)
1. Where did Laura grow up? She grew up in Hong Kong.
2. What did she own in Iowa? She owned an interior design firm.
3. What problems did people have when new materials were put in buildings? They complained of feeling sick, having
runny noses, itching, headaches and respiratory illnesses.
4. Why did she decide to move to Minnesota? She had heard that in Minnesota they were doing more research on indoor air
quality.
5. What kind of health problems did new Sudanese families have? They had respiratory illnesses.
6. What was causing the problem? Mold and mildew in the home can cause respiratory illnesses.
7. How did she get the respect of the Sudanese community? For six months she attended Sudanese community meetings.
8. How many people showed up for her first class? Sixty men and women showed up for her first class.
9. Why are houses built so that less air escapes? This helps a house stay warmer in the winter and cooler in the summer.
10. What problem does this cause? This keeps air that is not healthy inside the house.
11. How did cultural differences add to the problem? They were doing the same things here that they did in their
country, only when they did them here they were having health problems.
12. What was important for newcomers to learn? It was important to learn that what they did every day had a lot to
do with the indoor air quality of their homes.

Exercise 2 (page 35)
1. Laura grew up in Teiweff (Hong Kong), and came to Canada (the US) to go to school.
2. She settled in O14e (Iowa), where she owned an ex.ter-ier-sigh (interior design) firm.
3. When new materials were recalled (installed) in buildings people got headaches and regeletert (respiratory) illnesses.
4. Laura went back to school to study how vegetal,les (chemicals) in building materials can make people 50.4 (sick).
5. She was asked to do rcycne (research) in an indoor air plehe (quality) office.
6. Too much moisture in the home causes eeitt (mold) and mildew, which can cause respiratory geedeess (illness).
7. Laura taught a class on "how to get your car ready for seeffeef (winter), and how to get your her-se (home) ready for
winter."
8. The group learned how they could preisere (prevent) mold and feieers49 (mildew) from growing in their homes.
9. Since the-C-h41-Waf World War II, conserving energy has been'ehpessible (important) in the US.
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10. Homes are built so that feeee (less) warm air cf;corta (escapes) when it is cold outside.
11. If the windows are not elesed (opened), not enough stele (fresh) air comes inside the house to keep indoor air
healthy.
12. People who come to Minnesota from a eeld (warm) climate, try to keep their homes as eeel (warm) and humid as
they were in their own country.

Exercise 3 (page 36)
1. She was asked to do research. -- Somebody asked her to do research.
2. Social workers were called about these illnesses by the nurses. The nurses called social workers about these illnesses.
3. Homes are built so that less warm air escapes when it's cold outside. Somebody builds homes so that less warm air
escapes when it's cold outside.
4. Chlorine bleach was handed out by Laura. Laura handed out chlorine bleach.
5. The windows were not opened by immigrants. Immigrants did not open the windows.
6. Exhaust fans were not used by immigrants. Immigrants did not use exhaust fans.
7. Air that is not healthy was kept inside the house by doing this. Somebody kept air that is not healthy inside the
house.
8. Their houses were closed up. They closed up their houses.

Exercise 4 (page 38)
1. Bacteria, mold, mildew, dust mites, and cockroaches can cause indoor air pollution.
2. They grow in materials that have been damaged by water, or in places that get I.
3. If you control the amount of moisture in your home, you can reduce indoor air pollution.
4. Some biological pollutants cause allergies, or asthma.
5. People can cough and sneeze, have runny noses and watery eyes.
6. Children, older people, and people with breathing problems or allergies should be very careful.
7. Use exhaust fans to help remove the moisture in your home.
8. Exhaust fans also reduce the air pollution in your home.
9. You may see small black spots on bathroom walls, around windows, and other places that get we.
10. Washing with this will kill the mold and mildew.
11. Cover your nose and mouth when you wash mold and mildew so that you do not breathe it in.
12. Clean often, vacuum carpeting and furniture every week, and use exhaust fans.

Exercise 5 (page 39)
Biological Pollutants: mildew, cockroaches, bacteria, dust mites
People who should be very careful: children, people with breathing problems, people with allergies
Health Problems: sneezing, trouble breathing, feeling tired, fever, asthma, watery eyes, coughing,
stomach problems, runny noses

Exercise 6 (page 40)
1. What are places for mold and mildew to grow? They grow in materials that have been damaged by water, or in
places that get wet.
2. How can you reduce indoor air pollution? -- If you control the amount of moisture in your home, you can reduce
indoor air pollution.
3. What do biological pollutants cause? Some biological pollutants cause allergies, or asthma.
4. Which people should be very careful? Children, older people, and people with breathing problems or allergies
should be very careful.
5. Where should you vent exhaust fans? Vent your clothes dryer and exhaust fans outdoors.
6. What can exhaust fans remove? Fans can remove much of the moisture from everyday activities.
7. What do mold and mildew look like? small black spots on bathroom walls, around windows, and other places that
get wet
8. What should you do if you see mold and mildew in your home? Wash these spots with chlorine bleach to kill the
mold and mildew.
9. What should you cover when you wash mold and mildew? Cover your nose and mouth when you wash mold and mildew.
10. What can you do to reduce pollutants in your house? -- Clean often, vacuum carpeting and furniture every week, and
use exhaust fans.
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Chapter 5

Exercise 1 (page 44)
1. When did Niccu first come to the US? in 1975
2. When did she return? in 1986
3. What was her second career? public health and family health education
4. What was her goal? Her goal was to go to a poor country and develop health programs.
5. Why did she decide to stay in Minnesota? Her plans changed when she heard about a new project called "Cancer
control for Ethnic Groups."
6. How many volunteers did she get? She got 300 volunteers.
7. What was their first project? writing a brochure on breast cancer
8. What was their next project? a brochure written on smoking
9. What would Niccu like all immigrants to learn about? She would like to see all immigrants learn about prevention.
10. Who does she worry about? Niccu worries about teenagers who are living in two worlds.
11. Why does she worry about them? Sometimes they do things that aren't healthy, like smoking.
12. What is one of the biggest causes of cancer? Smoking tobacco is one of the biggest causes of cancer.

Exercise 2 (page 45)
1. Niccu first came to haft (the US) in 1975 and then came back to Oh le (Minnesota) in 1986.
2. She was interested in wealth (health) education and went back to college to study private (public) health.
3. She planned to go to a fteh (poor) country and to teach people about work (health).
4. She could stay in Mental% (Mirmesota), and still work with people lea*Mg (coming) here from other countries.
5. Her committee has members from 44 (40) different psyehie (ethnic) groups.
6. Their first project was a lareaeleast (brochure) on 4e (breast) cancer.
7. The United States is an iftteresteel (industrial) country, and that has wealth (health) risks.
8. Newcomers need to learn about air pos46014 (pollution) and spaee (water) pollution.
9. Niccu would like to see all iftfteeeftts (immigrants) learn about peffeetieft (prevention).
10. She worries about tea-eir-iftkers (teenagers) who are moving (living) in two worlds.
11. They see other kids jekiftg (smoking), and think they need to jeke (smoke) to be Americans.
12. Smoking tobacco is one of the smallest (biggest) causes of faneeF (cancer).

Exercise 3 (page 46)
1. Niccu said, "This committee has members from 40 different ethnic groups."
She said that the committee had members from 40 different ethnic groups.
2. She said, "I also got 300 volunteers."
She said that she also had gotten 300 volunteers.
3. She said, "Sometimes we have to change the original text."
She said that sometimes they had to change the original text.
4. She said, "We are trying to develop something that is culturally sensitive."
She said that they were trying to develop something that was culturally sensitive.
5. She said, "The United States is an industrial country."
She said that the United States was an industrial country.
6. She said, "Newcomers need to learn about air pollution and water pollution."
She said that newcomers needed to learn about air pollution and water pollution.
7. She said, "All of these things can affect their health, and some of these things can cause cancer."
She said that all of these things could affect their health, and some of these things could cause cancer.
8. She said, " They see other kids and adults smoking, and think that they need to smoke to be an American."
She said that they saw other kids and adult smoking and thought that they needed to smoke to be an American.

Exercise 4 (page 48)
1. What is secondhand smoke? Secondhand smoke is the smoke that comes from a cigarette, pipe, or cigar, and the
lungs of smokers.
2. How many chemicals does secondhand smoke contain? This smoke contains more than 4,000 chemicals.
3. How many chemicals are known to cause cancer? More than 40 of these chemicals can cause cancer.
4. Who is most seriously hurt by secondhand smoke? Infants and young children whose parents smoke are among the
most seriously hurt by secondhand smoke.
5. What kind of illnesses do they get? They have a bigger risk of respiratory illness.
6. How many infants and children are sent to the hospital because of these illnesses? These illnesses send between
7,500 and 15,000 children to the hospital each year.
7. What is the most common surgery children have in the hospital? Surgery for too much fluid in the ear.
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8. What does secondhand smoke do to children with asthma? Secondhand smoke makes these children get sick more
often, and makes their health problems much worse..
9. What can passive smoking cause? Passive smoking may also cause thousands of children to get asthma each year.

Exercise 5 (page 49)
1. Secondhand smoke is the smoke C. that comes from a cigarette, pipe, or cigar.
2. The lungs of young children E. are hurt by secondhand smoke.
3. Secondhand smoke can cause A. too much fluid in the ear.
4. Children with asthma B. get sick more often.
5. Infants and young children whose parents smoke G. are among the most seriously hurt.
6. Passive smoking may also cause children F. to get asthma.
7. Too much fluid in the ear D. is the most common reason for children to have surgery.
8. This smoke contains H. more than 4000 chemicals.

Exercise 6 (page 50)
Answers will vary.

Chapter 6

Exercise 1 (page 54)
1. What kind of work did Nigatu do in Ethiopia? He was teaching agriculture to adults.
2. Where did he study the science of farming? at South Dakota State University
3. What does he teach immigrants to do? He teaches them to grow better crops and be more successful farmers.
4. What kind of people is the program looking for? The program is looking for people who want to farm as a business.
5. Why is it good to start with a small farm?-- Because the participants are often beginners.
6. What kind of training do the new farmers get? Farmers have both "classroom" and "field" training.
7. What do many immigrants bring with them? -- Many immigrants bring plants and seeds with them.
8. What is "organic farming"? No chemicals are used on organic crops.
9. How long can people stay in the New Immigrant Farm Program? up to three years
10.-What will new farmers be able to do at the end of the program? They will be able to be self-sufficient farmers.
11. Why does Nigatu enjoy his work?-- Because he works "with people who don't usually get the help they need."
12. Why does Jack Vang think this program is good for the community? It brings the community together. or It brings
understanding.

Exercise 2 (page 55)
1. Nigatu grew up in Eetradef (Ethiopia) and worked there teaching 44ist-eit (agriculture).
2. He graduated from genthNorthl4innesetn (Dakota) State University, with degrees in the science of astreneiny (agronomy).
3. He started his job as expenskAe (extension) educator of the New Migfent (Immigrant) Farm Program in 1998.
4. People can learn to farm if they have an epee) (idea) of how they can gfew (sell) their crops.
5. The farm size has to be big (small) enough so that the farmer and his family will be able to find (take care of) it.
6. The new farmers learn how to make the soil more feeleile (fertile), and to control beasts (pests).
7. Not all plants will grow in Minnesota, because our climate is waffft (cold) and our growing season is left (short).
8. Some people choose feffteftfie (organic) farming, because organic crops can sell for more none/ (money).
9. Participants can stay in the New Immigrant 439444 (Farm) Program for up to 3 months (years).
10. At the end of the program, they are expected to buy or rent *idees (land) someplace else, and become self defense
(sufficient) farmers.
11. Nigatu enjoys his job because he works with ple÷rts (people) who don't usually get the 4igli4 (help) they need.
12. Jack Nang believes that when people look at the immigrant families sweating very hard to eemieft (support)
themselves, it brings ender-stating (understating).

Exercise 3 (page 56)
1. Where can you find these safe cleaning products? You can find all of them in your local supermarket.
2. Why are they safer for you and your family? They won't pollute the air in your home.
3. What can you add to get your clothes whiter? Add Borax to detergent when washing clothes.
4. What can you use to wash windows? Use a spray bottle with water and 1 tablespoon white vinegar.
5. What will happen if you put an open box of baking soda in your refrigerator? It will keep it smelling clean.
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Exercise 4 (page 59)
1. Be very careful when using all hazardous products.
2. If you must use a product that is dangerous, try not to buy extra.
3. It's better to use all of the toxic product, than to throw some of it away.
4. Warning means that product is dangerous.
5. Caution means that product is a little dangerous.
6. Danger or Poison means that product is very, very dangerous.
7. Flammable chemicals can easily start a fire.
8. Toxic chemicals are harmful if inhaled swallowed or absorbed.
9. Some products are hazardous in two ways.
10. Some products may be flammable and toxic or toxic and corrosive.

Exercise 5 (page 60)
1. Flammable (n/a), Toxic harmful, fatal, swallowed, Corrosive (n/a)
2. Flammable -- Flammable, Toxic harmful, fatal, swallowed, Corrosive (n/a)
3. Flammable -- (n/a), Toxic (n/a), Corrosive eye
4. Flammable Flammable, Toxic harmful, fatal, swallowed, Corrosive (n/a)

Chapter 7

Exercise 1 (page 64)
1. When did Vuthy Pril become a conservation officer? on October 25th, 1999
2. What was his family's work in Cambodia? His parents' main work was farming.
3. How many fish could they catch in Cambodia? As much as they wanted.
4. Why did everything change in 1975? The Communists overthrew the Cambodian government.
5. When did Vuthy's family arrive in Minnesota? They arrived in Minnesota in 1983.
6. How did he learn about the DNR job? A friend told him about the DNR job.
7. What does ELCOP stand for? ELCOP stands for Enforcement Liaison Community Officer Program.
8. What are his job duties? He is responsible for encouraging the legal and wise use of our natural resources. Or
He teaches people how to use outdoor areas safely, and how to hunt and fish legally in Minnesota.
9. Why do immigrants have problems with Minnesota hunting and fishing laws. "Due to the language and cultural
differences, many people still don't understand the rules and regulations."
10. What does Vuthy think newcomers should do? "Study hard to learn English, and to learn how things are done in
this country."
11. Why is it different back home in Cambodia? Because people are hungry.
12. Why should people follow the hunting and fishing rules in Minnesota? So everyone, including our children, will
have a chance to catch fish and hunt animals in Minnesota.

Exercise 2 (page 65)
1. In 1999, Vuthy Pril became Wiseerisin=s (Minnesota's) first Southeast Asian Genversetion (Conservation) Officer.
2. In Cambodia, people could drive (fish) in other people's perking-lets (rice patties).
3. "We di:kneed (fished) as much as we wanted, we sang (hunted) as much as we wanted, nobody told us what to do."
4. Everything changed in 1975, when the eelonists (communists) overthrew the atiteefetie (democratic) government.
5. Vuthy used a shetgon (slingshot) to hunt birds and other large (small) animals.
6. Vuthy was very sect (happy) to come to the US and live in a successful and efifeftti (peaceful) country.
7. The ELCOP program was started to eliseektfage (encourage) Southeast Asian immigrants to become Ilesecvelien
(Conservation) Officers.
8. They are responsible for promoting the legal and wide (wise) use of our notable (natural) resources.
9. They teach people how to use outdoor areas slowly (safely), and how to clfive (hunt) and fish legally in Minnesota.
10. "Due to luggage (language) and cultural differences, many people still don't extend (understand) rules and regulations."
11. He tells newcomers, "Study hard to learn Spanish (English), and to learn how things are init.& (done) in this country."
12. "We have to enforce the views (laws), so our children will have a chance to catch &ski (fish) and hunt animals."

Exercise 3 (page 66) Other correct answers are possible.
1. He and his older sister helped their parents. Who did he and his older sister help?
2. He enjoyed going to school. What did he enjoy?
3. Everyone fished in the rivers. Where did everyone fish?
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4. We fished as much as we wanted. How much did everyone fish?
5. The Communists overthrew the government. What did the Communists overthrow?
6. The Pril family tried to move back into their home. Where did the Pril family try to move?
7. It took 2 years before they were accepted to come to the US. How long did it take before they were accepted to
come to the US?
8. He became interested in a law enforcement job. -- What did he become interested in?
9. He wanted to work outdoors. Where did he want to work?
10. Vuthy liked the idea of working with his own community. What idea did Vuthy like?
11. He decided to apply for the job. What did he decide to do?

Exercise 4 (page 68)
1. How can you know what kind of fish is biting on your line? You can't know.
2. What should you do if the fish is out of season? You should put it back in the water.
3. What must you know about an animal before you kill it? You must know that it's legal to hunt it.
4. What is an animal that can never be hunted? the loon
5. What can happen if you break hunting or fishing laws? You can be fined, and you can lose your hunting or fishing
equipment.

Exercise 5 (page 69)
1. Possession limit H. The number of fish that you can legally have at one time
2. License F. A permit from the government to hunt or fish
3. Season B. The time that it is legal to hunt certain kinds of animals, or catch certain kinds of fish
4. Poaching C. Taking animals illegally
5. Fined A. When you break the law, and you must pay money to the government
6. Catch and release D. To put live fish back in the lake or river after you catch them
7. Illegal E. Breaking the law
8. Angler I. A person who fishes
9. Protected G. Animals that can never be hunted

Exercise 6 (page 70)
1. At what age do children need a fishing license? 16
2. How long can you use a fishing license? From March 1st to February 28th of the next year
3. What is the season for walleyes? From the middle of May through the middle of February
4. How many walleyes can you legally catch in one day? 6

5. How many northern pike can you catch in one day? 3
6. What is the season for largemouth bass? From the end of May through the middle of February
7. How many sunfish can you catch in a day? 30
8. What's the smallest muskie that you can catch and legally keep? 40 inches
9. What's the season for catfish? Continuous
10. How many bullheads can you catch in a day? 100

Chapter 8

Exercise 1 (page 74)
1. Where did Pooh and his family live? They lived in a village named Thin Phia in Laos.
2. When did he escape? He escaped in September 1980.
3. When did he come to Minnesota? He came to Minnesota in February of 1981.
4. Where did he get his degree? He got his degree at the University of Wisconsin.
5. What is his job now? He's an NRCS Soil Conservationist.
6. Who does he work with in his job? He works with farmers and other land users.
7. How did some families clear land for farming in Laos? Some farmers cleared land by cutting down big trees on the hillside.
8. Why is this type of farming bad? It caused lots of soil to erode.
9. What do farmers use to prepare the land in Minnesota? They use big tractors to prepare the land for farming
10. How do some Minnesota farmers stop their land from eroding? Some even build walls to stop their land from eroding.
11. What happened to the land in Pooh's village near the river? Hundreds of feet of land eroded.
12. Why does Pooh believe we should conserve resources? -- We should conserve and protect the natural resources for
our children.
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Exercise 2 (page 75)
1. Phoukham Vongkhamdy was born in Gaff. ised4e (Laos), but left his eempeny (country) when he was 16.
2. Pooh studied at the University of Miftnesete (Wisconsin), where he received a degree in eeffiptttef (soil) science.
3. Now he's a Soil Reseroatieftist (Conservationist) working with farmers, and other let4te (land) users.
4. He helps them tiesefve (conserve) the soil, keep their water elic-Pt (clean), and protect places where wildlife lives.
5. In Laos farmers used L'spiesii-aftd-tuffIg (slash and burn) farming, which caused lots of metal (land) to erode.
6. In Minnesota crops are grown to feed-the-faffrily (earn money) more than to eaff..-meney (feed the family).
7. Pooh said, "Our land is needed for shepping (farming). Our rivers and lakes provide us with veget-als4e3 (fish)."
8. "The people in my village have lost a lot of fftefte.f (land). The land by the edge of the river eroded, because we don't
fivak-e-use (take care) of our natural resources."
9. "Now we live in aft eiel (new) country that still has an abundance of natural femerse (resources)."
10. "We should cieser-ve (conserve) natural resources so that we don't destroy our fathef (mother) earth that provides a
place for us to live."

Exercise 3 (page 76)
1. Government, interested in conservation
a. In the US the government is more interested in conservation than in Laos.
b. In Laos the government is less interested in conservation than in the US.
2. river land, eroded
a. In the US the river land is less eroded than in Laos.
b. In Laos the river land is more eroded than in the US.
3. natural resources, abundant
a. In the US the natural resources are more abundant than in Laos.
b. In Laos the natural resources are less abundant than in the US.
4. farmers, educated
a. In the US the farmers are more educated than in Laos.
b. In Laos the farmers are less educated than in the US.
5. attitude toward resources, caring
a. In the US the attitude toward resources is more-caring than in Laos.
b. In Laos the attitude toward resources is less caring than in the US.

Exercise 4 (page 79)
1. Where do you see urban runoff? The water runs off the roofs, and across parking lots.
2. How does this water become polluted? It picks up things like grass clippings, leaves or chemicals.
3. Where does this water go? It goes into pipes that carry the water from your neighborhood into lakes, rivers, and wetlands.
4. What do grass clippings give off when they decay? -- They give off nutrients.
5. How can you help the Mississippi River? Pick up your leaves and compost them.
6. Why are grass clippings good for the lawn? -- They provide important nutrients that are good for your grass.
7. Why shouldn't you sweep leaves or grass clippings into the street? When it rains they will flow down into the storm drain.
8. What should you never do with pet waste? Never let pet waste stay on the driveway, street, sidewalk or lawn.
9. What does pet waste carry? Decaying pet waste carries bacteria that can cause disease.
10. What should you do with pet waste? Pick up pet waste and throw it in the trash, flush it down the toilet or bury it.

Exercise 5 (page 80)
1. Grass clippings flow into the storm drains. They go into the river. If grass clippings flow into the storm drains, they
will go into the river.
2. The snow melts. Water runs off the roof. If the snow melts, water will run off the roof.
3. Water flows into the storm drains. Water runs off roofs. -- If water runs off roofs, it will flow into the storm drains.
4. Water flows into the storm drains. Water flows into the river. -- If water flows into the storm drains, it will flow into
the river.
5. Water becomes polluted. Water picks up chemicals. If water picks up chemicals, it will become polluted.
6. Leaves flow into the storm drains. Leaves fall on the driveway. If leaves fall on the driveway, they will flow into the
storm drains.
7. Grass clippings are swept into the street. Grass clippings are washed into the storm drains. If grass clipping are
swept into the street, they will be washed into the storm drains.
8. Pet waste decays. Pet waste is left on the sidewalk. -- If pet waste is left on the sidewalk, it will decay.
9. Bacteria flows into the storm drains. Pet waste decays. If pet waste decays, bacteria will flow into the storm drains.
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Chapter 9
Exercise 1 (page 84)
1. What was Khoi's job as a young man? He was in the Army of the Republic of South Vietnam.
2. What happened to him in 1975? The new communist government put him in a concentration camp for six years.
3. When did he finally come to the US? in 1992
4. What's his job now? He is the Coordinator of an Environmental Education Program for the DNR.
5. What is the goal of the program? The goal is to get newcomers to visit the parks and learn park regulations, so that
they will feel comfortable coming back on their own.
6. What do Khoi and other park workers teach? He and other park workers teach environmental education, and also
how to obey the law.
7. Why don't people dare go outside of town in Vietnam? It's not safe to go to the jungle.
8. What can people do in Vietnam that they can't do here? People can take anything they need just to survive.
9. What is a good balance in the program? The program is a good balance between education and recreation.
10. Why does he think newcomers will benefit by going to state parks? Khoi feels that all newcomers will benefit by
going to the state parks "to enjoy the open air."
11. What part of his work has not been successful? He was not 100 percent successful in bringing people to the state
parks in the winter.
12. Where did he want to live? He wanted to live in California or Georgia.

Exercise 2 (page 85)
1. Khoi Nguyen was in the army of South KefeEt (Vietnam) until 1975 when he was put in a eonversatieft (concentration) camp.
2. He tried to leave China (Vietnam) five (three) times and was finally successful in 1992.
3. Now he works for the RNA (DNR), and gets the Southwest (Southeast) Asian community to use state parks.
4. He teaches people about plants, nightlife (wildlife) and professional (recreational) activities available to them in the parks.
5. Khoi says, "In Taiwan (Vietnam), nobody dares to go outside their nornerooin (hometown) because it's dangerous to go
to the itink-yarel (jungle)."
6. He says, "If people don't obey the law they have ptegroms (problems), and from those problems they get angry at the
symptoms (system)."
7. The program is a good balance between sensational (educational) and veeational (recreational) purposes.
8. Parks offer a great place to escape the nose (noise) of the city, and the opportunity to employ (enjoy) nature.
9. He says, "I was not successful bringing Asians to the state parks in the summet (winter), because they are not accus-
tomed to swam& (winter) sports.
10. Minnesota is very 014 (cold), but Khoi thinks Minnesotans are very trate+ (nice).

Exercise 3 (page 86)
1. He said, "It's not safe to go to the jungle, like here." He said that it was not safe to go to the jungle like here.
2. He said, "Everything is very clean. They even take care of the grass and trees." He said that everything was very
clean, and they even took care of the grass and trees.
3. He said, "People can not pick up the fruit, or the flowers or plants like we do at home." He said that people could
not pick up fruit, or the flowers or plants like we did at home.
4. He said, "If they do not obey the law they have problems." He said that if they did not obey the law they had problems.
5. He said, "They don't understand the language so they break the law." He said that they didn't understand the lan-
guage so they broke the law.
6. He said, "The Southeast Asians are not accustomed to the winter weather." He said that the Southeast Asians were
not accustomed to the winter weather.
7. He said, "Most of the time they want a summer activity." He said that most of the time they wanted a summer
activity.
8. He said, "Minnesota is very cold, but Minnesotans are nice!"

He said that Minnesota was very cold, but Minnesotans were nice.

Exercise 4 (page 87)
1. How many state parks does Minnesota have? 68

2. Can you visit them for free? No, you have to pay a parking fee.
3. What are some things you can do at state parks? fishing, or hunting
4. How can you spend the night at a state park? rent a camping space or a cabin
5. How many miles of trails are there? over 1200 miles
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6. What can you do on the trails in the summer? walk, bike, hike, ride horseback
7. What can you do on the trails in the winter? skiing, snowmobiling
8. What can you do on the lakes and rivers? fish, swim, raft or kayak

Exercise 5 (page 89)
1. Which park is in the far northwest corner of the state? Lake Bronson
2. Which park is in the far southwest corner of the state? Blue Mounds
3. Which park is in the far southeast corner of the state? Beaver Creek Valley
4. Which park is in the far northeast corner of the state? -- Grand Portage
5. Which parks are in the Twin Cities Metro Area? Lake Maria, William O'Brien, Fort Snelling, Afton, Minnesota Valley
Recreation Area
6. Which park is just north of William O'Brien State Park? Interstate
7. Which park is just south of Fort Snelling State Park? Nerstrand Big Woods
8. Which park is west of Charles A. Lindbergh State Park? Lake Carlos
9. Which park is southeast of John A. Latsch State Park? Great River Bluffs
10. Which park is northwest of Maplewood State Park? Buffalo River
11. Which park is northeast of Jay Cooke State Park? Gooseberry Falls
12. Which park is southwest of Lake Bemidji State Park? Itasca

Exercise 6 (page 90)
1. How many state parks are shown on the Minnesota map? 68
2. According to the mileage chart, which state park is the farthest from St. Paul? Lake Bronson
3. How many miles is it from St. Paul? 365 miles
4. According to the mileage chart, which state park is the closest to St. Paul? Fort Snelling
5. How many miles is it from St. Paul? 10

6. Does Afton State Park have camper cabins? No, it doesn't.
7. Does Banning State Park have camper cabins? Yes, it does.
8. How many miles of hiking trails does Afton have? 20 miles
9. How many miles of surfaced bike trails does Banning have? 1 mile
10. What kind of fishing do Afton and Banning both have? River fishing
11. Does Afton or Banning have snowmobile trails? Banning does, Afton doesn't.
12. Which park, Afton or Banning, has a sliding hill? Afton has a sliding hill.
13. Of all the State Parks in Minnesota, how many have cabins for campers? 17 parks
14. Of all the State Parks in Minnesota, how many have a swimming beach in the park? 32

Chap ter 10

Exercise 1 (page 94)
1. What do many immigrants enjoy doing? They enjoy fishing.
2. What do you need to understand to fish in Minnesota? You need to understand the rules.
3. What is Vuthy Pril's job? He's a Conservation Officer for the DNR.
4. How many immigrants from Cambodia fish? Everybody fishes.
5. What other immigrants does Vuthy see fishing? Vietnamese and Hmong immigrants
6. In Cambodia, why can they catch as many fish as they want? Because people are hungry.
7. In Mirmesota, why do they have to enforce the laws? So everyone, including our children, will have a chance to
catch fish and hunt animals in Minnesota.
8. What are new ideas to Vietnamese immigrants? Fishing rules and regulations are very new ideas to them.
9. Where does Girma Yismaw work? He works at the Metro Wastewater Treatment Plant.
10. How can fluids leaking from cars hurt rivers and lakes? The rain causes the fluids to flow into the storm drains,
and then they kill your fish in the lakes.
11. What does Pooh think we should protect and conserve? Our land, our rivers and lakes, our forests, and our air
12. What are all of these men helping to do? They are helping to keep the water clean, and enforce the regulations.

Exercise 2 (page 95)
1. You don't need to know a lot of energy (English) to fish, but you need to understand the poles (rules).
2. Vuthy said, "In the Canadian (Cambodian) Community almost everybody wishes (fishes)."
3. They come from a eernpany (country) where fishing is a dirty (daily) activity.
4. He said, "They want to catch as few (many) fish as they can, to sell them or ewe+ (eat) them."
5. Khoi said, "In Vietnam people swirrn (fish) for food to live, not for a naffie (game)."
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6. He said, "They don't understand why fish should be thrown back in the rcfrigcrator (river), and why they are allowed
to fish only during the ccxion (season)."
7. Both Vuthy and Khoi agree that, with education, newcomers will learn the rolca (rules) and understand why they need to
e*plain (obey) them.
8. Girma Yismaw understands how preleelion (pollution) can hurt rivers and lakes, and then hurt splashing (fishing).
9. He said, "You ftr-i*e (park) on the parkway (driveway). You might have fluid breaking (leaking) from your car."
10. Pooh Vongkhamdy is a soil feser*atieftist (Conservationist) who works for the NIRA (NRCS).
11. He said that our rivers and ealt,es (lakes) need to be eensinlieel (conserved) and protected.
12. All of these men are working to make sure that we, and our pafeffts (children), can enjoy Minnesota's 47R*1 (10,000)
lakes and many rivers.

Exercise 3 (page 96)
Answers will vary.

Exercise 4 (page 99)
1. What kind of chemicals are found in fish? toxic chemicals
2. What does the Minnesota Fish Consumption Advisory Booklet tell you? It tells how much fish you can safely eat
from each lake or river.
3. Why are fish good to eat? Because they are high in nutrition.
4. What kinds of people should be more careful when eating contaminated fish? Women who want to have children,
pregnant women, nursing mothers, and small children under the age of six.
5. What are the main pollutants in Minnesota fish? mercury and PCBs
6. How do these chemicals get into the fish? Once they are in the lakes and rivers the fish can absorb them.
7. Where is mercury found in fish? It's in every part of the fish.
8. Where are most of the PCBs found in fish? Most of the PCBs are in the fat of fish.
9. How can you remove most PCBs from fish? Cutting off the fat before cooking the fish will lower the amount of
PCBs that you will eat.
10. What kind of fish have more pollutants? There are usually more pollutants in bigger, older fish.
11. What kind of fish have less pollutants? smaller, younger panfish such as bluegill and crappie

Exercise 5 (page 100)
1. How do you measure a fish? Measure from the tip of the nose to the end of the tail fin.
2. What is the meal size for a 150 pound person? half pound (8 ounces before cooking)
3. What does it mean if a lake is not listed in the directory? Fish have not been tested for contaminants.

4. What is the shape of the PCB symbol? a square
5. If the symbol is half black and half white, how often can you safely eat that fish? one meal per month
6. What can you remove to reduce PCBs? the skin
7. What can you trim to reduce PCBs? the fatty areas
8. How can you cook the fish to reduce PCBs?-- Cook the fish so the fat drips away.

9. What kinds of fish are less contaminated? younger smaller fish
10. What should you do if you catch big fish? Eat smaller meals and eat them less often.

Questions or comments?
Please let us know how useful this book is as an educational tool. Contact:

Charles LaRue
Multi-Cultural Educational Services
832 104th Lane NW
Coon Rapids, MN 55433
email: larue@mcedservices.com website: www.mcedservices.com
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About the Glossary

This book contains a glossary beginning on page 101, with vocabulary words translated into
Bosnian, Hmong, Russian, Somali, Spanish and Vietnamese, plus English definitions. The vocabu-
lary words are underlined, and appear throughout the book. When you see an underlined word,
go to the glossary to find out what the word means. In some of the exercises the vocabulary words
are not underlined.

Ova knjiga sadrli glosar na strani 101 sa rijeOima na srpskohrvatskom jeziku. Te su rijeOi podvuOene u

tekstu. Kad naidjete na podvuOenu rijeO, rnoIete je potra2iti u glosaru da pronadjete njeno zngenje.

Pojedina vjelbanja sadre rije6i koje nisu podvuOene.

Phau ntawv no muaj ib dairn phiaj txhais lus uas pib rau ntawm phab 101, thiab uas rnuaj lus txhais ua lus
Hrnoob. Nyob hauv phau ntawv no coy lus uas yuav cim tseg no muaj ib txoj kab khij hauv qab thiab coy
lus no nyob thoob plaws phau ntawv no. Thaum koj porn ib lo lus uas rnuaj ib txoj kab khij hauv qab cia ii
nrhiav rau ntawrn dairn phiaj txhais lus saib lo lus ntawd txhais ii cas. Nyob rau tej zag lus qhia, coy lus
yuav cirn tseg tsis rnuaj kab khij hauv qab.

3-ra kmara cHa6)KeHa cnosapervi, KOTOpbIrl Hat-iwHaercn Ha c-rpaHvii..ke 101, la B KOT0130M aFi

napalm He pyccuiA A3bIK. CDOBB, BKTIFOLIBHHbIe B cnoaapb, norvieptcHyTbi B TeKci-e KH1,1111.
Pyccmaii nepeaon, ruo6oro nortLieptcHyroro cnoaa MO)KHO H-rm B cnoaape. B HeKcyropux
ynpaxthefflifix cnoaa, BKAIOLIBHHble B cnoaapb, He norti-lepKHrbi.

Buugani waxa ku yaala eray-bixin ka bilaabrnaysa bogga 101, oo ka kooban erayo loo tarjurnay af
Soornaali. Erayada ku jira eray-bixinta hoosta ayaa laga xariiqay, waxana ay ku jiraan meelo kala-duwan
oo buugga ah. Marka ad aragtid eray hoos la xariiqay, tag qaybta eray-bixinta si ad u ogaatid rnacnihiisa.
Layliyada qaarkood erayada eray-bixinta hoos lagarna xariiqin.

Este libro contiene un glosario que inicia en la pagina 101, con palabras de vocabulario traducidas al
espaiiol. Las palabras del vocabulario estan subrayadas y aparecen a lo largo del libro. Cuando usted yea
un palabra subrayada, consulte el glosario para encontrar el significado de la palabra. En algunos de los
ejercicios las palabras del vocabulario no estan subrayadas.

Tap sach nay có bang chi' giai i trang 101, vo'i nhc8u til ngif diiçc dich sang tieng Vit. Nhang tit nay
duvc gach dadi, va xudt hiên rai rdc trong toan tap sdch. Khi guy/ vi thdy tit !là() citryc gach di.kii, lat clevn
trang chd giai d6) thdy nghia cila no. Trong rn'Ot s6 bai tap, nhfing vog nay sE không dilyc gach &fol.
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Chapter 1

Kou Xiong

Hmong Liaison and Wastewater Specialist
with the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (DNR)

Kou grew up in Laos. In 1972, when Kou was 16 years old he was serving in the military. The
military of Laos was helping the United States fight North Vietnam. The United States CIA
pulled their soldiers out of Laos in 1975. After that it was no longer safe for Kou to remain in
Laos. He escaped to Thailand, where he married in the refugee camp. He and his wife then
came to the US. Later they moved to Eau Claire, Wisconsin. That was in 1980. Now, Kou and
his wife have 4 sons and 3 daughters.

Kou lived in the United States for many years before he became interested in environmental
education. The Laotian government didn't have any programs that taught ways to reuse products
or reduce waste. "Our nation lived without recycling programs, and people didn't worry about
pollutants," said Kou. These ideas were new to him.

In 1996, Kou Xiong was hired to work for the Recycling Program in Eau Claire. That was his
first job in environmental protection. Now Kou is working with the Wisconsin Department of
Natural Resources (DNR), as a wastewater specialist. He works throughout the state of
Wisconsin as a Hmong liaison.
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When Kou was growing up in Laos, finding safe water to drink was a problem. People used
water and poured the dirty water back into the rivers. People washed clothes in the upper river.
Down river other people used that same dirty river water for drinking and cooking.

"The government didn't pay any attention to how people were using the water. Pollution in the
water was something that people had to live with. There was no other water to drink. Many
people in Laos became ill because of drinking this polluted water," explained Kou.

The Laotian government didn't manage garbage or landfills either. People threw their garbage
anywhere. They didn't care about the environment. They didn't know about pollutants. People
were doing things in the same old way they had always done them.

During the Vietnam war an American company came to Laos. They were the first to recycle any-
thing. They collected pop bottles and other glass bottles. Because they reused the bottles, only
unbroken bottles could be collected.

After the Vietnam War ended in 1975, a Thai company collected gun shells in Laos and Vietnam.
These gun shells were recycled into things like metal chairs. This was also a private company,
and not a government program.

In America things are very different. Many reuse and recycle programs are managed by the
Department of Natural Resources. The Wisconsin DNR also enforces the laws. Kou is proud to
say, "Many Southeast Asian people have learned how to recycle. They have moved from the old
society to modern life."

Kou has been trained to help the Southeast Asian community. He teaches them how to compost
their garbage. Fruits, vegetables, egg shells, paper, and food that has no fat or salt on it can be
composted. Grass, leaves and all green plant material can also be composted into a fertile soil for
good gardens.

Kou is learning new things every day. He wants all people to compost their yard waste. He gets
good fertile soil from the composted food and yard waste in his compost pile. He puts this soil
on his garden to help his plants grow. Composting has saved them some money.

Before they began their recycling program, Kou and his family threw away three bags of garbage
each week. Reusing and recycling have helped them reduce most of their garbage. They only
throw away things that can't be composted, recycled, or reused. Now his family has only one
bag of garbage to throw away per week.

Kou is happy that he is able to help his people understand the recycling program.
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One kind of compost pile

To learn more about composting, or to talk with Kou, contact:

Kou Xiong
Hmong Liaison and Wastewater Specialist
State of Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources
1300 West Clairemont Avenue
P.O. Box 4001
Eau Claire, WI 54702

Phone: 715-839-1638

E-Mail: xiongk@dnr.state.wi.us

Minnesota Office of Environmental Assistance Phone: 651-215-0232 or
Education Clearinghouse 1-800-877-6300
520 Lafayette Road North, 2nd Floor web site: www.moea.state.mmus
St. Paul, MN 55155-4100
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Exercise 1
Reading Comprehension Questions

Write answers to the following questions.

1. Where is Kou from?

2. Why did he leave Laos?

3. How long has he lived in Wisconsin?

4. When did he get an environmental job?

5. Why did some people drink polluted water?

6. What happened to people when they drank polluted water?

7. What did the first recycling company in Laos reuse?

8. What did a Thai company recycle?

9. What does Kou teach people to do?

10. What does he do with the soil from his compost pile?

11. How many bags of garbage did his family throw away each week?

12. How many bags do they throw away now?
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Exercise 2
False Sentences

Use the information in the story to find the incorrect words in the following sentences.

Cross out the incorrect words, and write the correct words above them.

1. Kou was serving in the American military when he was 14 years old.

2. Kou came to Laos because it was safe to remain in Laos.

3. Kou lived in Canada for many years before he became interested in temperamental

education.

4. In 1976, Kou Xiong was fired by the Refusing Program in Eau Claire.

5. In Laos people became wild because of protected water.

6. The Laotian government managed garbage, and people cared about the environment.

7. An Armenian company came to Laos to review gun shells.

8. In Wisconsin the Department of Internal Affairs has many review and recycling programs.

9. He confuses food and yard waste, and puts composted soil on his driveway.

10. Because they compare and revise, Kou's family only throws away 3 bags of garbage a week.
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Exercise 3
Grammar Exercise

Rules:
Past tense is only marked on the first verb in a simple sentence. In a past tense question, "did" is
the first verb. The main verb isn't marked past tense.

Examples: A. He lived in Laos. B. People used water.
Where did he live? What did they use?

Make past tense questions from these past tense sentences.

1. Kou grew up in Laos.

2. They moved to Eau Claire, Wisconsin, in 1980.

3. Kou lived in the US for many years.

4. In Laos people washed clothes in the river.

5. People drank the polluted water.

6. An American company collected pop bottles.

7. They reused the glass bottles.

8. A Thai company recycled gun shells into metal chairs.

9. Many Southeast Asian people learned how to recycle.

10. Kou and his family threw away 3 bags of garbage a week.
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Reduce to make less waste, so there is less to throw away.

Example:

If you use an automatic hand
dryer there are no paper towels to
throw away.

Reuse to buy things that can be used again and again, instead of
throwing them away.

\ ---------,,
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MEM
If you use your own cup at work

ileafgw-
fmminvilut there are no plastic cups to throw

away. You can wash your cupi

and reuse it every day.

Example:

Recycle to give things to a company that will make something new with
them, instead of throwing them away.

4
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Example:

If you recycle your pop and food
cans there will be less trash in a
waste-to-energy facility or a
landfill. Plus, a company can use
the old cans to make new cans.



Exercise 4
Why reduce? Why reuse? Why recycle?

Write answers to the following questions.

Garbage truck

What happens to garbage after we throw it away?

Landfill Waste-to-Energy Facility

Why is it a good idea to reuse and recycle?

8
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Exercise 5
Partner Exercises

Ask another student the following questions, and write down their answers.

1. Where are you from?

2. Did you recycle in your country?

3. If yes, what did you recycle?

4. Did you reuse things in your country?

5. If yes, what did you reuse?

6. Is the water in your home country more or less polluted than the water here?

7. What do you recycle here?

8. What do you reuse here?

9. Do you have a garden here?

10. Do you compost?

9



Exercise 6
Using a Recycling Brochure

A. If you don't have a good place to compost food or yard waste, you may be able to take it to a
community compost site.

Use your local recycling information to find the address of a community compost site.
Write the address and phone number below.

1. When are they open?

2. Do they charge a fee to drop off yard waste? How much?

3. What can you drop off at the compost site?

4. Can you pick up compost to use in your garden?

5. Is there a fee to pick up compost? If yes, how much?

B. If you cut down trees or large branches in your yard, you will have to recycle them. You can
call a waste hauler to pick them up, or take them to a tree waste site.

If branches or trees fall down during a big storm, most cities and towns will pick up tree
waste after the storm for free.

Use your local recycling information to find the location of your nearest tree waste site
and write their address and phone number below.

1. When are they open?

2. Do they charge a fee to drop off tree waste? How much?

3. Can you pick up woodchips for use in your yard?

4. Is there a fee to pick up woodchips? If yes, how much?
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Chapter 2

Stefanie Pruegel

Assistant Public Outreach Coordinator
with the San Francisco Recycling Program

Stefanie grew up near Munich, Germany, where she lived close to nature. There were fields
around her house and she had many pets. Her family lived a simple life. They didn't waste
food or throw away things that were still good. She learned to be happy with what she had.

At home in Germany she studied chemistry. Later, she became interested in environmental
education. She got some experience working with environmental issues, which she enjoyed. She
always wanted to protect the environment.

Stefanie moved to California in the summer of 1997. She wanted to find work where she could
help protect the environment in the United States.

When she came to the US, she was fascinated with the large size of this country. She enjoyed
days of hiking in the forest without meeting another person. But, Stefanie was surprised to see
that "cars, houses, refrigerators.., everything is very big, including the trash cans!" She saw lots
of waste and was very interested in educating people about the environment.
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"I like teaching recycling and waste prevention, because everybody can relate to it," said Stefanie.
"Everybody buys things and throws away garbage, no matter what their income or cultural
background is. Success in recycling is easy to measure."

When she started her job search, she noticed that many people considered Germany to be an
environmental leader. This helped her when she tried to get a job protecting the environment.
"But I think I got the job because I was volunteering," added Stefanie. She found a nearby program
that needed help with their recycling hotline. For six months she volunteered one day a week,
without pay, at the recycling hotline. She also worked at another job to earn money.

At the hotline she answered calls about curbside recycling. She also answered questions about
all kinds of things people wanted to reuse or recycle. "I learned that people have very different
feelings about garbage and recycling. Some people found curbside recycling to be too much
work. Others really cared about the environment, and were willing to work hard to recycle
materials," she said.

It was her job to help educate people about how to recycle. She worked with people from many
different countries and cultures." Sometimes that made it fascinating, and sometimes it was
harder," says Stefanie. That didn't change when she left the recycling hotline to start a paid
full-time job.

She is now the Assistant Public Outreach Coordinator, working for the San Francisco Recycling
Program. Her job is to explain all of the recycling programs as clearly as possible, and to encourage
people to participate. She has some information translated into Spanish and Chinese. In
California, those are the two most common languages spoken in the home after English. She
says, "We must do more than just translate a message. It has to be culturally sensitive."

Since many countries don't have environmental laws, Stefanie knew that regulations protecting
the environment are new ideas for many newcomers. "In Germany environmental regulations
are much more common. I sometimes wish there was a law here that said people must recycle.
But, it seems that freedom (to choose to recycle or not) is very important in the US. Even if it
hurts the environment."

Stefanie talks to people from different cultures to find out what they think about protecting the
environment. "I have learned that groups with different cultural backgrounds have different
reasons to protect the environment. For example, in the Latino community, family is very important.
So, they are very interested if I connect recycling with their children's future."

"I hope that more newcomers will look into jobs that help the environment. They can act as a
liaison to their immigrant community. Everybody would benefit."

12
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For additional information about recycling, or to speak with Stefanie, contact:

Stefanie Pruegel email: s_pruegel@yahoo.com

Call your city hall, and ask about curbside
recycling.

Minnesota Office of Environmental Assistance Phone: 651-215-0232 or
Education Clearinghouse 1-800-877-6300
520 Lafayette Road North, 2nd Floor
St. Paul, MN 55155-4100 web site: www.moea.state.mn.us



Exercise 1
Reading Comprehension

Write answers to the following questions.

1. When she was growing up, what did Stefanie learn?

2. What did she always want to do?

3. What fascinated her when she came to the United States?

4. What surprised her?

5. Why can everybody relate to recycling?

6. Why did she think she got her job?

7. What were her job duties at the recycling hotline?

8. What did she learn about people?

9. What is her job now?

10. Why does she have information translated into Chinese and Spanish?

11. Why are environmental regulations a new idea for many newcomers?

12. What does Stefanie sometimes wish?

14



Exercise 2
False Sentences

Use the information in the story to find the incorrect words in the following sentences.

Cross out the incorrect words, and write the correct words above them.

1. She grew up close to factories and had many toys.

2. In her family they didn't eat food or keep things that were still good.

3. Stefanie moved to Colorado from Georgia in 1997.

4. She always worried to propose the environment.

5. In the UN she was surmised to see that everything is very small.

6. Everybody sells things and throws away garage, no matter what their incline or cultural

background is.

7. At the hothouse, she answered calls about bedside recycling.

8. She has some invitations translated into Finnish and Chinese.

9. She sometimes wishes there was a lake here that said people must refuse.

10. She has learned that groups with different comfortable backgrounds have different reasons

to protect the retirement.

11. She hopes that more newcomers will look into jokes that help the excitement.
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Exercise 3
Grammar Exercise

Using adjectives with "ed" and "ing" endings

Rules:
In English many adjectives have two forms. One form ends with "ing" and one with "ed."

Example: "Surprised" and "Surprising"

We use adjectives with "ed" to describe a feeling.
Example: I am surprised. I feel surprised.

We use adjectives with the "ing" ending to explain why we feel that way.
Example: The end of the movie was surprising to me.

Rewrite the following sentences from the story, using the "ing" form of the adjective.

1. She became interested in environmental education.

2. She was fascinated with the large size of the country.

3. She was surprised to see that everything was very big.

Rewrite the following sentence from the story, using the "ed" form of the adjective.

4. Working with people from different cultures makes it fascinating for her.

Answer the following questions about yourself.

5. What inTs surprising for you in the US?

6. What kind of work is interesting to you?
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Exercise 4
Grammar

Using adjectives with "ed" and "ing" endings

Examples: interesting
Environmental education is interesting to me.
interested
I am interested in enviromnental education.

Write a sentence using each of the following words.

1. fascinated

2. fascinating

3. surprised

4. surprising

5. not interested

6. not interesting

7. excited

8. exciting

17
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WHAT YOU CAN RECYCLE HOW TO RECYCLE IT

A. cans rinse them clean
remove paper labels

B. corrugated cardboard it must be clean
remove staples
flatten or tear down
can not recycle pizza or pop boxes
can not recycle plastic coated boxes

C. glass bottles and jars rinse out food
remove caps and lids
remove foil labels
you may have to sort by color:

clear, brown or green glass
D. newspapers & inserts they must be clean and dry

put them in a paper grocery bag or recycling bin

E. plastic bottles-
from pop, milk, juice, or water

rinse them clean
remove caps and lids

F. other plastic bottles rinse them clean
remove caps and lids

G. aluminum foil or trays rinse off food

H. boxboard
cereal and other food boxes

remove any bags from inside
flatten and put them in a paper grocery bag

I. mixed paper and junk mail -
typing and computer paper,
and all the paper and envelopes
in the mail

put them in a paper grocery bag

J. magazines, catalogs and
phone books

put them in a paper grocery bag

18



Exercise 5
Read the table on the previous page

Write down the name of what to recycle, next to the phrase of how to recycle it.

There can be more than one correct answer.

Example: glass bottles and plastic bottles Remove caps and lids.

1. Rinse out food

2. Flatten or tear down

3. Put in a paper grocery bag

4. Remove foil labels

5. Remove caps and lids

6. Sort by color

7. Can not recycle pizza boxes

8. Remove any bags from inside

9. Must be clean and dry

10. Rinse them clean

1 9
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Exercise 6
Using a Recycling Brochure

NOTE: To do this exercise you will need a brochure about recycling in your
local community. If you don't have one, you can call your city hall to learn what

you can recycle from your home.

Can you recycle these from your Yes, I can No, I can't
home?

A. cans

B. corrugated cardboard

C. glass bottles and jars

D. newspapers

E. plastic bottles:
pop, milk, juice or water bottles

F. other plastic bottles:
shampoo, ketchup, others

G. aluminum foil or trays

I. boxboard

J. mixed paper and junk mail

K. magazines and catalogs

L. phone books
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Chapter 3

Girma Yismaw

Liquids Business Unit Manager
with the Metropolitan Council of Environmental Services

As a young man, Girma left Ethiopia to study engineering in the Soviet Union. There he became
involved in some political activities against the government of his home country. Because of these
activities, he would have been persecuted if he returned to Ethiopia.

Girma decided he would not go home. He wanted to continue his education in another country.
He received a scholarship to study in Canada. Because his papers for college were held by the
Soviet government, they did not arrive in time for him to begin.

He traveled to West Germany, and applied to live as a refugee in Germany and in the US. "I was
accepted by both countries at the same time. Therefore, I had to make a choice. I chose to come
to the United States. This was in 1984," Girma said.

Girma already had a degree in engineering and was fairly fluent in English. He didn't know
how that would help him get a job here, so he decided to study at the University of Minnesota.
He studied environmental engineering (water and wastewater treatment). While he was going
to school, he got a summer job at the Metropolitan Wastewater Treatment Plant.
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In 1987 there was a full time job opening. He applied and got a job working for the Metropolitan
Council of Environmental Services. Now Girma is the Liquids Business Unit Manager. His job is
to oversee the treatment of all of the wastewater that runs in the sewer system. This wastewater
treatment plant collects the wastewater for 80% of the households in the Twin Cities area.

"We are one of the 10 biggest treatment facilities in the nation." Water from sinks and toilets goes
into the sewer. From the sewer, the dirty water goes to the treatment facility. "The treatment
process removes contaminants, and other things that can cause disease from the wastewater.
Only the cleaned water is returned to the rivers and lakes."

Not all water goes through a treatment plant like the one where Girma works. The drains that
you see in streets and parking lots are called storm drains. They help prevent streets and buildings
from flooding when it rains. Rainwater and water from melting snow flows into storm drains.
Pipes carry the water directly to lakes and rivers. It is not treated at all.

Anything that you put into the storm drain, "goes into the lakes where you want to fish." This
pollutes the water. "Do you want that? I think you don't. Rivers and lakes take a long time to
clean themselves. But you can help protect the lakes and rivers without leaving your home."

One way to help the environment is to fix all the leaks in your vehicle. "You park in the driveway.
You might have gasoline, transmission fluid, oil, antifreeze, or all of those dripping from your
car. What happens when it rains? The rain causes the automotive fluids to flow into the storm
drains, and then they kill your fish in the lakes."

"I know that money doesn't come easy to buy a new car. But, you can make your older vehicle
last longer by taking good care of it, and you will save money. Keep these leaking chemicals
away from the streets, so they don't get washed away. That will help the environment. We want
to leave a cleaner environment for the future, and for our children. It takes everybody's hard
work to get there."

"We would like immigrants to know what they can, and what they can not put in the sewer or
the storm drain." Some chemicals are difficult for the treatment facility to remove. They can also
be dangerous. "Chemicals, like gasoline, can explode right in your own sewer pipe. You can be
fined if you put gasoline in the sewer." Girma recommends that "if you use a chemical, try to
understand what it is. Be careful about how you use it. Learn how to throw it away safely."
You can contact your county solid waste office to get more information.

Later in this chapter is a list of things that Girma hopes people will safely throw away. He asks,
"Are you going to be a friend of the environment or not?"
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To schedule a tour at the Metropolitan Wastewater Treatment Plant, or to
speak to Girma, contact:

Girma Yismaw
Liquids Business Unit Manager, RE.
Metropolitan Council Environmental Services
2400 Childs Road
St. Paul, MN 551066-1626

Phone: 651-602-8809

E-mail: girma.yismaw@metc.state.mn.us
Web site: www.metrocouncil.org

Girma says, "If people want to tour our facility they can call me. We have employees who can
show them around. It's free and we are willing to show them what we do here."
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There are jobs in wastewater treatment. Most jobs require one or two years in a vocational college.
Sometimes there are jobs for apprentices (people who are trained to run the equipment in the plant).

For information on how to properly throw away and recycle waste, contact:

Your county solid waste office to get
more information.

Minnesota Pollution Control Agency Phone: 651-296-6300 or
520 Lafayette Road North 1-800-657-3864
St. Paul, MN 55155-4194 Web site: www.pca.state.mn.us

Minnesota Office of Environmental Assistance Phone: 651-296-3417 or
520 Lafayette Road North 1-800-657-3843
St. Paul, MN 55155-4100
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Exercise 1
Reading Comprehension

Write answers to the following questions.

1. What did Girma study in the Soviet Union?

2. Why didn't he return to his country?

3. What did he study in Minnesota?

4. Where did he get a summer job?

5. How big is the Twin Cities treatment facility?

6. What happens to anything that you put in a storm drain?

7. What happens if your car leaks and it rains?

8. What does Girma want to leave for the future?

9. What's one thing that's dangerous to put in the sewer?

10. Who can you contact to get information on how to throw away chemicals?

11. What question does Girma ask people?
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Exercise 2
False Sentences

Use the information in the story to find the incorrect words in the following sentences.

Cross out the incorrect words, and write the correct words above them.

1. Girma left Ethiopia to study refereeing in the European Union.

2. Because of his accidents he could not return to his job.

3. He was dejected by the United States, and decided to attend the University of Wisconsin.

4. He got a winter job at the Metropolitan Cleanwater Enchantment Plant.

5. The treatment process removes the containers, and other things that can cause distance, from

the wastewater.

6. "Anything that you put in the drawer, goes into the yard where you want to play."

7. One way to help the environment is to start leaks in your sink.

8. We want to leave a cooler environment for the past and for our children.

9. Chemicals like gasoline can expose in the sewer tape.

10. You can get invitation on how to throw away anything from your city solid waste office.

11. He asks, "Are you going to be a fan of the treatment or not?"
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Don't put these things in the storm drain

As we learned earlier, everything that you put into the storm drain will flow into the lakes and
rivers. Many different chemicals that you have at home are bad for the plants and animals that
live in the water. If you throw away these things correctly, we will have clean water to drink and
lots of fish to catch.

You should not throw anything that you use to maintain your car in the storm drain. Things like
oil, gasoline, and antifreeze will kill the fish. All automotive cleaners, such as engine cleaners,
are toxic. Batteries and oil filters will pollute our lakes.

Be careful with chemicals that you use on your lawn or garden. Even chemicals that are good for
your lawn, like fertilizer with weed killer, are bad when they go in the rivers and lakes. Chemicals
that kill weeds and pests are poison. You do not want thern to get into your lakes. Chemicals
that are used in swimming pools are not good for fish, so don't pour them into the storm drain.

If you paint your home it is better to use all of the paint than it is to throw some away. Many
painting products are toxic, and some of them are flammable. Don't throw any painting products
in the sewer or storm drains. You can dry out small amounts of paint, and bring larger amounts
to a site that collects household hazardous waste.

Many items used to clean your home are hazardous, too. Cleaners or any products that come in
aerosol cans should never be put in storm drains. .Batteries (small button size), fluorescent lights,
and things with mercury in them are all hazardous waste.

Exercise 3
Reading Comprehension

Use the information on this page to write answers to the following questions.

1. What automotive products should not be thrown in the storm drain?

2. What lawn and garden products should not be thrown in the storm drain?

3. What household products should not be thrown in the storm drain?

4. What happens to everything that is thrown in the storm drain?
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Tips from Girma on how to take good care of your automobile, and not pollute:

Wash your car on the lawn instead of in the street or on the driveway. That will stop the soap,
dirt, rust and water from running into the storm drains and polluting the lakes and rivers. You
will help to keep the environment clean. Plus, the water will be good for your lawn.

Automotive fluid leaks, which are washed into the storm drain, cause pollution in our lakes and
rivers. If you see some fluid on your street or driveway, soak up the fluid with a rag and throw
the rag into the garbage. Help to keep the environment clean. Repair all leaks immediately.

Keep your car well tuned. You will use as much as 20% less gasoline. This will save you money
when you fill up your gas tank. You will also be helping to lower air pollution.

Check your tire pressure often. It is important to keep the correct amount of air in your tires.
For every pound of air that your tires are below the correct amount, you will use 1% more gasoline
than normal. Using more gas makes your car more expensive to run. It also adds more pollution
to the air. Help save the environment by keeping the correct amount of air in your tires.

Exercise 4
Reading Comprehension

Use the information on this page to write answers to the following questions.

1. Where should you wash your car?

2. Why should you wash it there?

3. What should you do if you see some automotive fluid on the street or driveway?

4. Why?

5. How will keeping your car well tuned help save the environment?

6. How will keeping the correct amount of air in your tires save you money?
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Exercise 5
Grammar

Using "if" for "cause and effect"

Rules:
We use the pattern "If you do this, this will happen,"

to talk about the result of our actions in the future.
We use the "simple present tense" in the first clause, and "will"in the second clause.

Use the story to complete the sentences below.

1. If you wash your car on the grass,

2. If you wash your car in the street,

3. If you don't wipe up fluid leaks with a rag,

4. If you wipe up fluid leaks with a rag,

5. If you keep your car well tuned,

6. If you don't keep your car well tuned,

7. If you keep the correct amount of air in your tires,

8. If you don't keep the correct amount of air in your tires,
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Exercise 6
Grammar

Talking about the future

Rules:
We can use "if" + "will" when we are sure something will happen.

Example A:
If you wash your car on the lawn, the water will be good for your lawn.

When the result is possible but not sure, we use "if" + "can."
Example B:
If you wash your car on the lawn, the water can run into the street.

Make a single sentence from the following two sentences, using "if" + "will" or "if" + "can."

1. Keep your car well tuned. You might use as much as 20% less gasoline.

2. Keep the correct amount of air in your tires. You will use less gasoline.

3. Keep these automotive fluids away from the streets, so they don't flow into the storm drains.

That will help the environment.

4. Don't put gasoline in the sewer. It might explode in the sewer.

5. We can be friends of the environment. Our children might have a cleaner environment in

the future.

6. Don't throw chemicals, like gasoline, in the sewer. You might be fined.
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Exercise 7
Discussion Questions

Ask another student the following questions, and write down their answers.

Are you a friend of the environment?

1. What do you do to keep the air cleaner?

2. What do you do to keep the water cleaner?

3. What do you do to keep the land cleaner?

4. What else can you do to be a better friend of the environment?

5. What else can we teach you, to help you become a better friend of the environment?
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Chapter 4
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Laura Au-Yeung

Indoor Air Quality Educator
with the University of MN Extension Service

Laura grew up in Hong Kong, China. She came to the United States to go to college. She graduated
from college with two degrees. She stayed in the US, got married and raised her children.

Later, Laura settled in Iowa where she owned an interior design firm. She designed offices in
large buildings. From her designs, new flooring, carpeting, furniture, and paint were put in these
buildings. After the new materials were put in, many people complained. They complained of
feeling sick, having runny noses, itching, headaches and respiratory illnesses. People were learning
that building materials can make them sick.

Because of this experience, Laura made a big change in her life. She says, "I went back to school
to study how chemicals in building materials can make people sick." She had heard that in
Minnesota they were doing more research on indoor air quality. Laura made a decision to move
to Minnesota.

"I came here and got a job with the University of Minnesota. I was asked to do research in the
indoor air quality office." But, she explains, "it was without pay. I needed a part time job to
make money." That's when she took the job as an Indoor Air Quality Educator with the
University of MN Extension Service.
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Her first job was to help Sudanese immigrants. Public health nurses had noticed that the
Sudanese families had many visits to the clinic with their children, mostly for respiratory
illnesses. When the social workers visited these families, they noticed moisture problems in their
homes. The social workers in Anoka County asked Laura to help solve this problem.

Too much moisture in the home causes mold and mildew. Mold and mildew in the home can
cause respiratory illnesses. That was probably causing these children to get sick again and again.
It was Laura's job to work with the Sudanese community, and help them learn how to keep their
homes healthy.

Laura waited to get the respect of the community. For six months she attended Sudanese community
meetings at a local church. At one meeting, someone said the men needed to know how to get
their cars ready for winter. He asked who could teach the group how to do that. Laura raised
her hand and said, "I can teach a class on how to get your car ready for winter, and how to get
your home ready for winter."

Sixty men and women showed up for that class. Laura invited ESL teachers to help with the
class, and it went well. The group learned how they could prevent mold and mildew from
growing in their homes. They learned to wash mold and mildew with chlorine bleach, to kill it.
Many families took home free chlorine bleach that was handed out.

Since World War II, conserving energy has become important in the US. Homes are built so that
less warm air escapes when it's cold outside, and so that less cold air escapes when it's warm
outside. This helps a house stay warmer in the winter and cooler in the summer. Unfortunately,
this keeps air that is not healthy inside the house, too. If the windows are not opened and
exhaust fans are not used, not enough fresh air comes inside the house to keep the indoor air
quality healthy.

The climate change was an even bigger problem for the Sudanese, who came to Minnesota from
a very warm climate. Laura explained, "They tried to make their homes as warm and humid as
their homes had been in their own country. It was difficult for them to get used to cold
Minnesota winters. They wanted to be comfortable, so their houses were closed up. They didn't
use exhaust fans, and kept all the windows closed. This was very damaging to their apartments
and homes, and it was not healthy for them."

The group also learned that cultural differences cause the mold and mildew problem. They were
doing the same things here that they did in their country, only when they did them here they
were having health problems. It is a different climate here. It was important to learn that what
they did every day had a lot to do with the indoor air quality of their homes. Laura understands.
"Some of this is totally out of their control but some of it is within their control. You can change
your habits."

Laura has also worked with the Hmong and Somali communities in Minnesota. She teaches
classes to help immigrants learn how to keep their homes healthy.
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For more information on keeping mold and mildew out of your home, and
making your home a healthy place, contact:

Laura Au-Yeung, Extension Educator
University of Minnesota Extension Service
1525 Glenwood Avenue North
Minneapolis, MN 55405-1264

Phone: 612-374-8400

University of Minnesota Extension Service
1525 Glenwood Avenue North
Minneapolis, MN 55405-1264

Phone: 612-374-8400
Web site: www.extension.uinn.edu

look for "Health Issues in the Home"
and "Moisture Problems"

INFO-U
To order brochures, leave your name and address
on the automated line, along with the topic that
you would like information about. The information
will be mailed to you.
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Exercise 1
Reading Comprehension

Write answers to the following questions.

1. Where did Laura grow up?

2. What did she own in Iowa?

3. What problems did people have when new materials were put in buildings?

4. Why did she decide to move to Minnesota?

5. What kind of health problems did new Sudanese families have?

6. What was causing the problem?

7. How did she get the respect of the Sudanese community?

8. How many people showed up for her first class?

9. Why are houses built so that less air escapes?

10. What problem does this cause?

11. How did cultural differences add to the problem?

12. What was important for newcomers to learn?
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Exercise 2
False Sentences

Use the information in the story to find the incorrect words in the following sentences.

Cross out the incorrect words, and write the correct words above them.

1. Laura grew up in Taiwan, and came to Canada to go to school.

2. She settled in Ohio, where she owned an exterior sign firm.

3. When new materials were recalled in buildings people got headaches and regulatory

illnesses.

4. Laura went back to school to study how vegetables in building materials can make people sad.

5. She was asked to do reverse in an indoor air plane office.

6. Too much moisture in the home causes cold and mildew, which can cause respiratory goodness.

7. Laura taught a class on "how to get your car ready for summer, and how to get your horse

ready for winter."

8. The group learned how they could prepare mold and minerals from growing in their homes.

9. Since the Civil War, conserving energy has been impossible in the US.

10. Homes are built so that more warm air escorts when it is cold outside.

11. If the windows are not closed, not enough stale air comes inside the house to keep indoor air

healthy.

12. People who come to Minnesota from a cold climate try to keep their homes as cool and

humid as they were in their own country.
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Exercise 3
Grammar

Active and passive sentences

Rules:
Active sentences start with the person or thing that does the action.

Examples: John closed the window.
The man painted the house.

Passive sentences start with the receiver of the action.
The correct tense of the verb "be" is used with the past participle of the main verb.

Examples: The window was closed by John.
The house was painted by the man.

Change these sentences from passive to active.
If you don't know who did it, use "somebody" or "something" in place of a name.

Example: The new materials were put in. Somebody put in the new materials.

1. She was asked to do research.

2. Social workers were called about these illnesses by the nurses.

3. Homes are built so that less warm air escapes when it's cold outside.

4. Chlorine bleach was handed out by Laura.

5. The windows were not opened by immigrants.

6. Exhaust fans were not used by immigrants.

7. Air that is not healthy was kept inside the house by doing this.

8. Their houses were closed up.
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Indoor Air Quality

Bacteria, mold mildew, dust mites, and cockroaches can cause indoor air pollution. These are
called biological pollutants.

All of these can grow where there is water in your house. They grow in materials that have been
damaged by water, or in places that get wet. House dust mites are one of the biggest causes of
allergies. If you control the amount of moisture in your home, you can reduce indoor air pollution.

Health Problems From Indoor Air Pollution

Some biological pollutants cause allergies, or asthma. Mold and mildew can also cause disease.
People can cough and sneeze, have runny noses and watery eyes. They can have trouble breathing.
They could feel tired or dizzy, and have a fever. They could even have stomach problems.

It's important to control indoor air pollution. Children, older people, and people with breathing
problems or allergies should be very careful. They can have more health problems from indoor
air pollution.

How to Keep Your Home Healthy

Use exhaust fans to help remove the moisture in your home. Vent your clothes dryer and exhaust
fans outdoors. Using fans can remove much of the moisture from everyday activities. Exhaust
fans also reduce the air pollution in your home. This is very important to keep your family
healthy.

You may see small black spots on bathroom walls, around windows, and other places that get
wet. Those spots are mold and mildew. The University of Minnesota Extension Service
recommends that you wash these spots with chlorine bleach to kill the mold and mildew.

Put three-fourths cup chlorine bleach, and one cup tri-sodium phosphate (TSP) in one gallon of
water. Washing with this will kill the mold and mildew. It will stop it from growing for a while.
Cover your nose and mouth when you wash mold and mildew, so that you do not breathe it in.

Keep your house clean. There are many things in your home that can cause allergies and make
people sick. Clean often, vacuum carpeting and furniture every week, and use exhaust fans. You
will reduce dust mites, cockroaches, mold and mildew. This will help your family be healthy.

Used with permission from "the EPA's indoor air Web site"
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Exercise 4
Reading Comprehension

Fill in the blanks with the appropriate word from the information about Biological Contaminants.

1. Bacteria, mold mildew, , and cockroaches can cause indoor air

2. have been damaged byThey grow in materials

or in places that get

3. If you control the of moisture in your , you can

reduce indoor pollution.

4. Some biological pollutants allergies, or asthma.

5. People can cough and , have runny noses and watery

6. Children, older people, and with breathing problems or allergies

should be very

7. Use exhaust fans to remove the moisture in your

8. Exhaust fans also the air pollution in your home.

9. You may see small black on bathroom walls, around

and other places that get

10. Washing with this will the mold and mildew.

11. Cover your nose and when you wash and mildew so

that you do not it in.

12. Clean often, vacuum and furniture every week, and use exhaust
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Exercise 5
Vocabulary - Health Issues

Place the following words in the proper columns.

Example: mold, feeling dizzy, older people

children, mildew, cockroaches, sneezing, bacteria, trouble breathing, feeling tired, dust mites,
fever, asthma, people with breathing problems, watery eyes, coughing, people with allergies,
stomach problems, runny noses

Biological People who should be very
careful

Health Problems
Pollutants

"mold alcieit people 0", dbilit
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Exercise 6
Reading Comprehension

Write answers to the following questions.

1. What are places for mold and mildew to grow?

2. How can you reduce indoor air pollution?

3. What do biological pollutants cause?

4. Which people should be very careful?

5. Where should you vent exhaust fans?

6. What can exhaust fans remove?

7. What do mold and mildew look like?

8. What should you do if you see mold and mildew in your home?

9. What should you cover when you wash mold and mildew?

10. What can you do to reduce pollutants in your house?
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Chapter 5
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Zahra Niccu Tafarrodi

Multicultural Chair
with the American Cancer Society

Niccu was born and raised in Iran. She first came to the United States in 1975. She had an
opportunity to attend college in Minnesota.

When she graduated, she returned to Iran where she was a teacher at a college. When there was
no longer a job for her there, she returned to Minnesota. That was in 1986. She chose Minnesota
because she already had friends here.

Niccu decided to change her career. She was interested in health education, and went back to
college to get degrees in public health, and in family health education. She did not plan to stay
in the United States. Her goal was to go to a poor country, and develop health programs. She
wanted to teach people about health.

Her plans changed when she was told about a new project. The project was called "Cancer
Control for Ethnic Groups." She decided that it was not necessary to go to another country to do
what she wanted to. She could stay in Minnesota and still work with people in many different
ethnic groups, coming here from other countries. She could teach health education. It was just
what she was looking for.
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Her job was to develop a program for multicultural cancer education. She found that she needed
to learn more to do her job. "That was the reason I approached ethnic groups. To find their
leaders." She started a multicultural committee. Niccu explained, "This committee has members
from 40 different ethnic groups. I also got 300 volunteers." The volunteers were mostly doctors
and nurses, who would teach ethnic groups about cancer.

Writing a brochure on breast cancer was their first project. They chose breast health because
breast cancer is very common among almost all ethnic groups. They wrote the brochure and had
it translated into 46 languages. She took the brochures to many groups. "Sometimes we have to
change the original text. We are trying to develop something that is culturally sensitive." The
goal is to make the brochures easy to understand. She wanted to respect each culture. The
groups helped make sure that each brochure was done well.

Participants in the group also told Niccu what health information they felt was important to
learn. For example, one group wanted information on tobacco use and control. Niccu had a
brochure written on how smoking gives you a bigger risk of getting cancer. The brochures were
translated into 5 different languages.

"The United States is an industrial country," said Niccu. "But, having many industries has
caused health risks. Newcomers need to learn about air pollution and water pollution. The food
they eat is different here, their lifestyle is different. All of these things can affect their health, and
some of these things can cause cancer We can affect our environment, and our environment can
affect out health.

Niccu would like to see all immigrants learn about prevention. We can help prevent cancer and
other diseases. We can learn what is good for our bodies. We can take action to make our bodies
strong. Some illnesses can not be cured, but they can often be prevented.

Niccu worries about teenagers who are living in two worlds. One world is their parents' world.
The other is the world of school in America. They want to be Americans, but they also need to
please their parents. Sometimes they do things that aren't healthy, like smoking.

Teenagers want to be social, they want to feel like they are adults, and they want to be modern.
They see advertising for tobacco. They see movie actors smoking. They see other kids and
adults smoking, and think that they need to smoke to be an American.

Smoking tobacco is one of the biggest causes of cancer. Cigarettes contain many different
dangerous chemicals. Many of the chemicals in cigarettes are known to cause cancer. They hurt
the lungs. They also pollute the air. If someone is smoking in a closed space, like a house, they
are polluting the air in the house. Everyone who lives in that house is at a higher risk of getting
cancer.

Niccu wants to give immigrants the information that they need to make healthy choices.
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For information that will help you make healthy choices in your life, to learn
more about cancer prevention, or to speak to Niccu, contact:

Zahra Niccu Tafarrodi
1096 Raymond Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55108

Phone: 651-644-1224

For a list of translated educational information available, contact:

American Cancer Society
1096 Raymond Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55108

Phone: 651-644-1224

Web site: www.cancer.org

To call and talk to someone in English or in Spanish, who can answer your
questions about cancer, call:

American Cancer Society's Information Line Phone: 1-800-227-2345
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Exercise 1
Reading Comprehension

Write answers to the following questions.

1. When did Niccu first come to the US?

2. When did she rehirn?

3. What was her second career?

4. What was her goal?

5. Why did she decide to stay in Minnesota?

6. How many volunteers did she get?

7. What was their first project?

8. What was their next project?

9. What would Niccu like all immigrants to learn about?

10. Who does she worry about?

11. Why does she worry about them?

12. What is one of the biggest causes of cancer?
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Exercise 2
False Sentences

Use the information in the story to find the incorrect words in the following sentences.

Cross out the incorrect words, and write the correct words above them.

1. Niccu first came to Iran in 1975 and then came back to Ohio in 1986.

2. She was interested in wealth education and went back to college to study private health.

3. She planned to go to a rich country and to teach people about work.

4. She could stay in Montana, and still work with people leaving here from other countries.

5. Her committee has members from 14 different psychic groups.

6. Their first project was a broadcast on liver cancer.

7. The United States is an interested country, and that has wealth risks.

8. Newcomers need to learn about air position and space pollution.

9. Niccu would like to see all innocents learn about perfection.

10. She worries about tea drinkers who are moving in two worlds.

11. They see other kids joking, and think they need to joke to be Americans.

12. Smoking tobacco is one of the smallest causes of rancor.
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Exercise 3
Grammar Exercise

Direct speech and reported speech
Rules:
When we quote exactly what people say we use quotation marks ("). This is called direct
speech. If we repeat or retell what people have said, we do it without quotation marks. When
we do this we need to change the present tense to the past, and change pronouns. Often we add
the word "that" before the quoted words. This is called reported speech.

Example: She said, "I live in Minnesota."
She said that she lived in Minnesota.

Usually we change the present tense to past tense. But, if the quoted sentence is already in the
past tense, then we change the verb to past perfect tense.

Example: He said, "I lived in Russia."
He said that he had lived in Russia.

Change these quotes from direct speech to reported speech.

1. Niccu said, "This committee has members from 40 different ethnic groups."

2. She said, "I also got 300 volunteers."

3. She said, "Sometimes we have to change the original text."

4. She said, "We are trying to develop something that is culturally sensitive."

5. She said, "The United States is an industrial country."

6. She said, "Newcomers need to learn about air pollution and water pollution."

7. She said, "All of these things can affect their health and some of these things can cause cancer."

8. She said, " They see other kids and adults smoking, and think that they need to smoke to be

an American."
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What is secondhand smoke?

Secondhand smoke is the smoke that comes from a cigarette, pipe, or cigar. It is also smoke that

comes from the lungs of smokers. This smoke contains more than 4,000 chemicals. More than 40

of these chemicals can cause cancer. Many of these chemicals can hurt your lungs and cause

respiratory illness. If you breathe secondhand smoke, it is called passive smoking.

Secondhand smoke can also affect the heart, and some studies have linked secondhand smoke

with the beginning of chest pain.

Secondhand smoke is a serious health risk to children.

The lungs of young children are hurt by secondhand smoke.

Infants and young children whose parents smoke are among the most seriously hurt by secondhand

smoke. They have a bigger risk of respiratory illness. These illnesses send between 7,500 and

15,000 children to the hospital each year.

These children often have problems breathing, and other problems, like coughing.

Secondhand smoke can cause too much fluid in the ear. Too much fluid in the ear, is the most

common reason for children to have surgery in the hospital.

Children with asthma get sick more often.

The United States Environmental Protection Agency estimates that secondhand smoke makes

these children get sick more often, and makes their health problems much worse.

Passive smoking may also cause thousands of children to get asthma each year.

Used with permission from "the EPA's indoor air Web site"
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Exercise 4
Reading Comprehension

Write answers to the following questions.

1. What is secondhand smoke?

2. How many chemicals does secondhand smoke contain?

3. How many chemicals are known to cause cancer?

4. Who is most seriously hurt by secondhand smoke?

5. What kind of illnesses do they get?

6. How many infants and children are sent to the hospital because of these illnesses?

7. What is the most common surgery children have in the hospital?

8. What does secondhand smoke do to children with asthma?

9. What can passive smoking cause?
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Exercise 5
Matching Exercise

Draw a line to match the first part of the sentence with the second part.

1. Secondhand smoke is the smoke A.

2. The lungs of young children B.

3. Secondhand smoke can cause C.

4. Children with asthma D.

5. Infants and young children whose parents

smoke E.

6. Passive smoking may also cause children F.

7. Too much fluid in the ear G.

8. This smoke contains H.
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too much fluid in the ear.

get sick more often.

that comes from a cigarette, pipe, or cigar.

is the most common reason for children to

have surgery.

are hurt by secondhand smoke.

to get asthma.

are among the most seriously hurt.

more than 4000 chemicals.
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Exercise 6
Smoking Questions

Ask another student the following questions, and write down their answers.

1. Do more or less people smoke in your native country, than in the US?

2. Are cigarettes more or less expensive there, than in the US?

3. Do women smoke there?

4. Are there non-smoking areas?

5. If yes, where?

6. Can children buy cigarettes?

7. If no, at what age can people buy cigarettes?

8. Do you think American culture encourages smoking cigarettes?

9. Why do you think so?

10. Does your native country encourage smoking?

I" Do they teach people about secondhand smoke, in your country?
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Chapter 6

Nigatu Tadesse

Extension Educator and Assistant Professor
with the University of Minnesota New Immigrant Farm Program

Nigatu was born and raised in Ethiopia. After he finished college, he worked for the Extension
Service, teaching agriculture to adults. He was a crop improvement researcher in Ethiopia.

Nigatu came to the US to go to South Dakota State University (SDSU). He graduated with
doctorate degrees in Agronomy (the science of farming). When Nigatu finished school he was
hired by SDSU. Later he moved to Mexico and did research on ways to grow better wheat and
corn crops.

In 1998, Nigatu was offered a job with the University of Minnesota Extension Service. The
university had just started the New Immigrant Farm Program. Nigatu came to Minnesota and
took the job as the Extension Educator and Assistant Professor. He was excited to teach agriculture
again. He teaches new immigrants how to grow better crops, and to be more successful farmers.

The program helps people who want to become farmers in the United States. Some people were
farmers in their native country. Some people are new to farming. The New Immigrant Farm
Program is looking for people who want to farm as a business. If they have an idea of how they
can sell their crops, they can learn how to farm. "We accept people who have a good plan.to sell
their crops," said Nigatu.
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The average size of the farms is between 1 and 3 acres. It's best to start small, because the
participants are often beginners. Because they grow vegetables, flowers and other plants, they
have to work hard on their land. The farm size has to be small enough so the farmer and his
family will be able to take care of it.

Participants rent their land from the University of Minnesota. The program teaches new farmers
how to manage their farm as a business. They also learn how to make the soil more fertile how
to control pests, and how to sell crops at the best price.

Farmers have both "classroom" and "field" training. During the growing season farmers are
very busy. Nigatu goes to the farmers in the fields and offers advice. Training one-to-one is
good, because farmers in the program have different amounts of experience. He can teach what
each participant needs to know.

Many immigrants bring plants and seeds with them from their own country. Not all of those
plants will grow well in Minnesota. Our climate is cold and our growing season is short. The
university has done research on some plants to see if they could become a successful crop here.
"There are many vegetable crops that a particular culture prefers," Nigatu explains. "If they can
be grown in Minnesota, everyone will benefit."

They also teach organic farming. No chemicals are used on organic crops. That makes them
healthier for the people who eat them. Since no chemicals are being put into the soil it is also
good for the environment. Some people choose organic farming, because organic crops can sell
for more money.

It's important for farmers to learn how to keep their crops and their farm safe. Pesticides help
keep pests away, but they can also be dangerous to people. Chemicals can be bad for the
environment. Farmers must learn how to use them safely.

Participants are able to stay in the New Immigrant Farm Program for up to three years. They
will know how to farm in a way that is safe for the environment. They will be able to grow food
that is healthy and good for the people who buy it, and to grow crops that people want. After 3
years they are expected to buy or rent land someplace else, and use the skills that they have
learned to become self-sufficient farmers.

Nigatu enjoys his work because he works "with people who don't usually get the help they need."
Without this program, it would be hard for immigrant farmers to get the information and basic
understanding of agriculture that they need to be successful in the United States. "Last year we
had 20 participants in our program," he says. Currently there are participants from Southeast
Asia, Mexico, Latin America and Africa.

Jack Vang, a Community Program Specialist who works with Nigatu, is also enthusiastic about
this opportunity. "I'm sure there are so many people who can benefit from this program. This is
not only good for the farmers, but it is good for the community. It brings the community together.
People come here, look at these immigrant families sweating very hard in order to support
themselves. It brings understanding."
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For more information about farming in Minnesota, or to speak with Nigatu or
Jack, contact:

Nigatu Tadesse,
Extension Educator and Assistant Professor
New Immigrant Farm Program
Rosemount Research & Outreach Center
1605 160th Street West
Rosemount, MN 55068-6099

Phone: 651-423-2413

E-mail: tades002@.umn.edu
Web site: www.extension.umn.edu

Jack Vang, Community Program Specialist
New Immigrant Farming Program
1605 160th Street West
Rosemount Research & Outreach Center

4.-
WV"

Phone: 651-423-2455

E-mail: vangx031@.umn.edu
Web site: www.extension.umn.edu

Directions to the Rosemount Research & Outreach Center, where Nigatu
works:
Go one mile south of County Road 42 on Highway 3, and 2.3 miles east of Highway 3 on 160th
Street.
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Exercise 1
Reading Comprehension

Write answers to the following questions.

1. What kind of work did Nigatu do in Ethiopia?

2. Where did he study the science of farming?

3. What does he teach immigrants to do?

4. What kind of people is the program looking for?

5. Why is it good to start with a small farm?

6. What kind of training do the new farmers get?

7. What do many immigrants bring with them?

8. What is "organic farming"?

9. How long can people stay in the New Immigrant Farm Program?

10. What will new farmers be able to do at the end of the program?

11. Why does Nigatu enjoy his work?

12. Why does Jack Vang think this program is good for the community?
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Exercise 2
False Sentences

Use the information in the story to find the incorrect words in the following sentences.

Cross out the incorrect words, and write the correct words above them.

1. Nigatu grew up in Ecuador and worked there teaching history.

2. He graduated from South Minnesota State University with degrees in the science of astronomy.

3. He started his job as expensive educator of the New Migrant Farm Program in 1998.

4. People can learn to farm if they have an area of how they can grow their crops.

5. The farm size has to be big enough so that the farmer and his family will be able to find it.

6. The new farmers learn how to make the soil more feeble, and to control beasts.

7. Not all plants will grow in Minnesota, because our climate is warm and our growing season

is long.

8. Some people choose romantic farming, because organic crops can sell for more honey.

9. Participants can stay in the New Immigrant Barn Program for up to 3 months.

10. At the end of the program, they are expected to buy or rent videos someplace else, and

become self defense farmers.

11. Nigatu enjoys his job because he works with plants who don't usually get the light they

need.

12. Jack Vang believes that when people look at the immigrant families sweating very hard to

comfort themselves, it brings understating.
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Look for cleaning products that are safe to use

There are many products that are very safe to use. You can clean almost anything with one of
these five non-toxic products:

vinegar, baking soda, washing soda, Borax and lemon juice

You can find all of them in your local supermarket. They usually cost less than other cleaning
products, so you will save money. They won't pollute the air in your home, so they will be safer
for you and your family.

By using these products, you will also be saving the environment. There are no harsh chemicals
that will be poured into the sewer. And, you will not have to worry about recycling hazardous
waste.

Following are examples of how to use these products. For other cleaning ideas read the package.
Add Borax to detergent when washing clothes, to get clothes whiter.
Add washing soda to detergent when washing clothes, to get out stains and odors.
Use one cup of vinegar in two gallons of water to clean your floors.
Use a spray bottle with water and 1 tablespoon white vinegar to wash windows.
Mix 1 / 2 cup Borax in 1 gallon of water to clean floors and cabinets.
Mix 1 / 4 cup baking soda, 1 / 2 cup white vinegar and warm water for tubs and tile.

Make a paste from Borax and lemon juice to clean the toilet bowl.
Put an open box of baking soda in your refrigerator to keep it smelling clean.

Exercise 3
Reading Comprehension

Write answers to the following questions.

1. Where can you find these safe cleaning products?

2. Why are they safer for you and your family?

3. What can you add to get your clothes whiter?

4. What can you use to wash windows?

5. What will happen if you put an open box of baking soda in your refrigerator?
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Use Chemicals Safely

Farmers need to learn to use chemicals safely, and we do too. Many cleaners, paints, and other
household chemicals are hazardous. If you are going to use a household chemical, read the label
first to see if it is hazardous. Words like "caution " "warning" and "danger" tell how hazardous
a product is.

Be very careful when using all hazardous products, even household cleaning products. They can
be dangerous to people and the environment.

When you are using a produCt, be very careful around children. Small children always put
things in their mouth, and these products can make them very sick. Hazardous products could
poison them. When you are finished, put the product away in a very safe place. Keep cleaning
products in high places where babies and children can't see them or reach them.

If you must use a product that is dangerous, try not to buy extra. Buy only what you need for
the job. Remember, it's better to use all of hazardous product than to throw some of it away.
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Read the label before you buy any product!
Then, buy the safest one that you can find.

"Caution" means it's a little dangerous to use, so be careful.

"Warning" means it's dangerous to use, so be very careful.

"Danger" or "poison" means it's very dangerous, so be very, very careful!
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Warning labels tell why a chemical is dangerous.
You don't need to understand all of the words on the label. Look for these words,

they will tell you if a product is flammable, toxic or corrosive.

Flammable: If the label says "fire," "heat," "flame," "combustible," or "contains petroleum
distillate," it is flammable and it can easily start a fire.

Toxic: If the label says "poison," "fatal or harmful if swallowed," "harmful if inhaled," or
"harmful if absorbed through the skin," the product is toxic and can make you sick.
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Corrosive: If the label says "acid," "lye," "burns," or "burns skin or eyes," it is corrosive and
can burn your skin or eyes.
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See back panel for additional precautions

Keep out 'of Reach of Children

Some products are hazardous in two ways.

They may be flammable and toxic or toxic and corrosive.
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Exercise 4
Vocabulary

Fill in the missing words to finish the sentences.

1. Be very careful when using all products.

2. If you must use a product that is , try not to buy

3. It's better to use of the toxic product, than to

some of it

4. means that product is dangerous.

5. means that product is a little dangerous.

6. or means that product is very, very

dangerous.

7. Flammable chemicals can start a

8. Toxic chemicals are harmful if or

9. Some products are in ways.

10. Some products may be flammable and , or toxic and
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Chapter 7

Vuthy Pril

Southeast Asian Conservation Officer
with the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources

On October 25th, 1999, Vuthy Pril became Minnesota's first Southeast Asian Conservation
Officer. That was an exciting day for Vuthy, because he worked hard to reach this goal. He is
now working for the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources. He will help newcomers
learn about the regulations for fishing and hunting in Minnesota, and how to conserve our natural
resources.

Vuthy was born in Batnambang, Cambodia. His parents' main work was farming. He and his
older sister helped their parents raise farm animals, such as cows, horses, chickens and pigs. He
enjoyed going to school with his friends.

Everyone fished in the rivers, and everyone hunted to feed their families. People could also fish
in other people's rice patties, as long as they didn't destroy the plants. It was understood that
people didn't own the fish, just the land. "We always did this back home. We fished as much as
we wanted, we hunted as much as we wanted, nobody told us what to do," said Vuthy.

Everything changed in 1975, when the Communists overthrew the Cambodian government.
People had to leave their homes and live in the jungle. He had only been able to go to school for
five years, and now he was forced to quit. Many children, including Vuthy and his sister,
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were separated from their parents, and had to work from morning to night. Vuthy was very
skilled with a sling shot. He used it to hunt for birds and other small animals. Hunting gave
them enough to eat. "You had to hunt and fish in order to survive " said Vuthy.

After four years, they overthrew the Communist government, and the Cambodian government
was back. The Pril family tried to move back into their home, but it had been destroyed. A huge
dam had been built on their land. They built a small shack and lived in it for a year. Then they
left for a refugee camp in Thailand. It took 2 years before they were accepted to come to the US.
"That was one of the happiest moments in my life. We were going to live in a successful and
peaceful country," said Vuthy. They arrived in Minnesota in 1983.

Vuthy finished high school and went on to college. He became interested in a law enforcement
job. He wanted to work outdoors. Vuthy also liked the idea of working with his own Southeast
Asian community. A friend told him about the DNR job, and he decided to apply for the job.
Vuthy was accepted into ELCOP, which stands for Enforcement Liaison Community Officer
Program. This program was started to encourage Southeast Asian immigrants to become
Conservation Officers.

Vuthy is enthusiastic about being a Conservation Officer. These officers are sometimes called the
"hunting or fishing police." They are responsible for encouraging the legal and wise use of our
natural resources. They also teach people how to use outdoor areas safely, and how to hunt and
fish legally in Minnesota. Vuthy will be in contact with all kinds of people, and he will be a
special liaison to the Southeast Asian community. "It's always different. It's a good job."

Immigrants come from all over the world to settle in Minnesota. Many of them come from countries
where there are no conservation laws. They often have problems because they do not understand
Minnesota's hunting and fishing laws. "Due to the language and cultural differences, many people
still don't understand the rules and regulations. As a Minnesotan of Southeast Asian heritage, I
believe I can help them understand these rules. I can provide information."

"The rules and regulations here are hard to understand. For people who do not have proficiency
in English, it's even harder." Vuthy's advice to newcomers is, "Study hard to learn English, and
to learn how things are done in this country."

Some immigrants do not understand that, in the United States they must ask the land owner
before they can hunt on private land. The land owner must say that it is okay. If they don't ask,
it can cause problems with the land owners. Vuthy works with hunters to help them find places
where they can hunt legally.

"Back home it's different. People are hungry. They want to catch as many fish as they can,
either to sell them or to eat them," said Vuthy. "It's different here. No one is dying from hunger,
so they should be able to understand. We have to enforce the laws so everyone, including our
children, will have a chance to catch fish and hunt animals in Minnesota. We live here now, and
we have to conserve the natural resources."
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To learn more about hunting and fishing, or to speak with Vuthy, contact:

Vuthy Pril, Southeast Asian Conservation Officer
MN DNR, Division of Enforcement
500 Lafayette Road
St. Paul, MN 55155-4047

To turn in poachers:

TIP Line (Turn in Poachers)

Phone: 651-779-7493

Email: vuthy.pril@dnr.state.mn.us

Phone: 1-800-652-9093

For information on DNR Enforcement Liaison Community Officer Jobs, contact:

Emma Corrie, Enforcement Recruitment Coordinator
MN DNR, Division of Enforcement
500 Lafayette Road
St. Paul, MN 55155-4049

Or

MN DNR, Bureau of Human Resources
500 Lafayette Road
St. Paul, MN 55155-4049

Phone: 651-297-2449

Email: emma.corrie@dnr.state.mn.us

Phone: 651-296-6493

To get information on fishing and hunting licenses, and season information,
visit:

The DNR Web site web site: www.dntstate.mn.us
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Exercise 1
Reading Comprehension

Write answers to the following questions.

1. When did Vuthy Pril become a conservation officer?

2. What was his family's work in Cambodia?

3. How many fish could they catch in Cambodia?

4. Why did everything change in 1975?

5. When did Vuthy's family arrive in Minnesota?

6. How did he learn about the DNR job?

7. What does ELCOP stand for?

8. What are his job duties?

9. Why do immigrants have problems with Minnesota hunting and fishing laws.

10. What does Vuthy think newcomers should do?

11. Why is it different back home in Cambodia?

12. Why should people follow the hunting and fishing rules in Minnesota?
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Exercise 2
False Sentences

Use the information in the story to find the incorrect words in the following sentences.

Cross out the incorrect words, and write the correct words above them.

1. In 1999, Vuthy Pril became Wisconsin's first Southeast Asian Conversation Officer.

2. In Cambodia, people could drive in other people's parking lots.

3. "We danced as much as we wanted, we sang as much as we wanted, nobody told us what

to do."

4. Everything changed in 1975, when the colonists overthrew the autocratic government.

5. Vuthy used a shotgun to hunt birds and other large animals.

6. Vuthy was very sad to come to the US and live in a successful and careful country.

7. The ELCOP program was started to discourage Southeast Asian immigrants to become

Reservation Officers.

8. They are responsible for promoting the legal and wide use of our notable resources.

9. They teach people how to use outdoor areas slowly, and how to drive and fish legally in

Minnesota.

10. "Due to luggage and cultural differences, many people still don't expand rules and

regulations."

11. He tells newcomers, "Study hard to learn Spanish, and to learn how things are made in this

country."

12. "We have to enforce the views, so our children will have a chance to catch cold and hunt

animals."
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Exercise 3
Grammar Lesson
Making questions

Rules:
Where asks about places or locations.
Who asks about people.
When asks about time.
What ask about things or ideas.
How much or how many asks about an amount.

To make a simple past tense question use "did." In questions with "did," the second verb is
never past tense.

Examples:
Everyone fished in the rivers. Where did everyone fish?
We fished as much as we wanted. How much did they fish?
They arrived in Minnesota in 1983. When did they arrive?

Make past tense questions about the following sentences.

1. He and his older sister helped their parents.

2. He enjoyed going to school.

3. Everyone fished in the rivers.

4. We fished as much as we wanted.

5. The Communists overthrew the government.

6. The Pril family tried to move back into their home.

7. It took 2 years before they were accepted to come to the US.

8. He became interested in a law enforcement job.

9. He wanted to work outdoors.

10. Vuthy liked the idea of working with his own community.

11. He decided to apply for the job.
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Hunting and Fishing

There are laws for hunting and fishing in Minnesota. These are called "game" laws, and they

have three different goals:

1. To protect wildlife and fish

2. To keep hunting and fishing fair for everyone

3. To keep people safe when they hunt or fish

In many countries, there are no limits on the number or kind of fish you can catch, or the number

or kind of animals that you can hunt. It is a surprise to many newcomers that they need to buy a

license to go hunting and fishing. It is also a surprise that even when they have a fishing license

or a hunting license, there are still times when it is not legal to hunt or fish. The times when it is

legal to hunt and fish are called "seasons."

Almost every fish and animal has a different set of laws, saying when it is legal and illegal to

catch it or kill it. This makes learning the regulations difficult. It is important for you to learn

them, so you can fish and hunt legally. If you break these laws you can be fined and/ or lose

your fishing and hunting equipment.

Different fish have different seasons and different limits. For example, you can catch Sunfish all

year, but not other fish. You can only fish for Northern Pike from the last half of May, through

the middle of February. You can't fish for them the other months of the year.

There is also a limit to the number of fish you can keep each time you go fishing. This is called a

"possession limit." When Northern Pike are in season, you can keep only 3 per day. If you catch

and keep more than 3 Pike in one day, you may be fined.

How can you know which fish will bite on your line before you catch them? The answer is that

you can't. However, if you catch a fish that you can't legally keep, it is your duty to put it back

in the water. This is called "catch and release." One of the biggest Minnesota fish is the Muskie.

Most Muskies are caught and released. When we do this, another angler can have the fun and

excitement of catching this big fish.
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Hunting and Fishing (Continued)

While you can catch and release fish, you can't do the same thing when you hunt animals. You

have to learn how to identify Minnesota birds and animals. You must know what you are hunting,

and be sure that it is legal to hunt it before you kill it. You must also have the proper hunting
license.

There are some animals that are protected by US laws and can never be hunted. For example,

some water birds like the loon, are illegal to hunt. For other water birds, like ducks and geese,

there is a hunting season and a hunting license is needed. There are possession limits for ducks

and geese, too. If you shoot too many birds in one day, you can be fined.

If you hunt big game illegally, for example killing a deer out of season, you can be fined. You

will lose your gun, and even your car can be taken from you. Hunting animals or catching fish

illegally is called poaching. If you see someone poaching, you should call the "Turn In Poachers"

hotline at 1-800-652-9093. You don't have to tell them your name, and you may get a reward.

If we all follow the hunting and fishing laws, our children and grandchildren will be able to

enjoy hunting and fishing, just as much as we do today.

Exercise 4
Reading Comprehension

Write answers to the following questions.

1. How can you know what kind of fish is biting on your line?

2. What should you do if the fish is out of season?

3. What must you know about an animal before you kill it?

4. What is an animal that can never be hunted?

5. What can happen if you break hunting or fishing laws.
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Exercise 5
Vocabulary

Draw a line to match the vocabulary words with their definitions.

1. Possession limit A. When you break the law, and you must pay

money to the government

2. License

B. The time that it is legal to hunt certain kinds of

3. Season animals, or catch certain kinds of fish

4. Poaching C. Taking animals illegally

5. Fined D. To put live fish back in the lake or river after

you catch them

6. Catch and release

E. Breaking the law

7. Illegal

F. A permit from the government to hunt or fish

8. Angler

G. Animals that can never be hunted

9. Protected

H. The number of fish that you can legally have at

one time

I. A person who fishes
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Exercise 6
Minnesota Fishing Guide

Use your "Minnesota Fishing Guide" to write answers to the following questions.

1. At what age to children need a fishing license?

2. How long can you use a fishing license?

3. What is the season for walleyes?

4. How many walleyes can you legally catch in one day?

5. How many northern pike can you catch in one day?

6. What is the season for largemouth bass?

7. How many sunfish can you catch in a day?

8. What's the smallest muskie that you can catch and legally keep?

9. What's the season for catfish?

10. How many bullheads can you catch in a day?
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Chapter 8

I

N

Phoukham (Pooh) Vongkhamdy

District Conservationist
with the Natural Resources Conservation Service

Phoukham (Pooh) Vongkhamdy was born in Laos. He and his family lived in a village named
Thin Phia. When he was 16 years old, Pooh decided to leave his family behind and escape from
the communist Laotian government. That was in September of 1980.

While living in a refugee camp in Thailand, Pooh applied for asylum to the United States. Five
months later he was accepted as an immigrant. In February of 1981, he came to Saint Cloud,
Minnesota, to live with his sponsor family.

Pooh graduated from high school and then studied at the University of Wisconsin. There he
received a degree in Soil Science. In May of 1991, he was hired by the Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS).

As an NRCS Soil Conservationist, he spends most of his time in the field working with farmers,
and other land users. He helps them with conservation planning and technical help. Pooh gives
them ideas on ways to conserve the soil, how to keep their water clean, and protect places where
wildlife lives. He also teaches conservation to different groups of people.
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Land use in Laos is totally different than in Minnesota. In Laos, Pooh was raised on a family
farm which grew rice and other crops to feed their family. His family depended on water
buffaloes to help them get the land ready for farming. Some farmers cleared land by cutting
down big trees on the hillside. This way of farming was known as "slash and burn." It caused
lots of soil to erode. When the fertile soil was washed away, farmers left that land and moved on
to clear more land.

Pooh says, "We destroyed our forests and the places where wildlife lives, by using this kind of
farming. We never really thought much about conservation with our land use. The government
did not care, or have any programs to educate people about conservation. We simply needed to
survive."

In Minnesota, most farms are big and have many acres of land. The reason farmers grow crops
is to earn money, more than to feed their family. They use big tractors to prepare the land for
farming. Those who farm on hilly land work to keep their fields and soil from eroding. Some
even build walls to stop their land from eroding. The United States government has many programs,
like the one where Pooh works. They educate and help all land users learn about conservation.

"It is very important for immigrants to know about conservation. Our land is needed for farming.
Our rivers and lakes provide us with fish. Our air is needed to breathe. The forests provide us
with wood, and a place for wildlife to live. All of these need to be conserved and protected,"
said Pooh.

He has seen what happens when people don't protect their land. The village in Laos where Pooh
lived is along the Mekong River. When he was a child his parent's house was about 1000 feet
away from the river's edge. Eighteen years after he left Laos, he went home to visit. The house
was now only about 150 feet away from the river's edge. Hundreds of feet of land had eroded,
and the river was much wider. His parents, and others who used to live close to the river, had to
move. "The people in my village have lost a lot of land. The land by the edge of the river eroded,
because we don't take care of our natural resources," said Pooh.

Pooh said, "Now we live in a new country that still has a lot of natural resources. This is very
important to our life. They are still abundant, because the people who lived here before us did
excellent work in taking good care of the land. We, as newcomers to this country, should do the
same. We should conserve and protect the natural resources for our children."

"It is important to the average person because it affects all of us. Everything we do in our daily
lives affects our environment and natural resources. So, everything we do, we should do the
right way. We should conserve natural resources so that we don't destroy our mother earth that
provides a place for us to live."

"Working for NRCS had been a great experience for me. I work with people who care about our
natural resources and the environment. I have a chance to meet new people and learn about new
and different cultures."
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To learn more about conserving our natural resources, or career opportunities
and scholarships available from the US Department of Agriculture, contact:

Pooh Vongkhamdy
USDA-Natural Resources Conservation Service
900 5th Street SW
Milaca, MN 56353

Phone: 320-983-2154

email: pooh.vongkhamdy@mmusda.gov

Department of Soil, Water, and Climate
439 Borlaug Hall
1991 Upper Buford Circle
University of Minnesota
St. Paul, MN 55108-6028
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Exercise 1
Reading Comprehension

Write answers to the following questions.

1. Where did Pooh and his family live?

2. When did he escape?

3. When did he come to Minnesota?

4. Where did he get his degree?

5. What is his job now?

6. Who does he work with in his job?

7. How did some families clear land for farming in Laos?

8. Why is this type of farming bad?

9. What do farmers use to prepare the land in Minnesota?

10. How do some Minnesota farmers stop their land from eroding?

11. What happened to the land in Pooh's village near the river?

12. Why does Pooh believe we should conserve resources?
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Exercise 2
False Sentences

Use the information in the story to find the incorrect words in the following sentences.

Cross out the incorrect words, and write the correct words above them.

1. Phoukham Vongkhamdy was born in Cambodia, but left his company when he was 16.

2. Pooh studied at the University of Minnesota, where he received a degree in computer

science.

3. Now he's a Soil Reservationist working with farmers, and other lake users.

4. He helps them deserve the soil, keep their water dirty, and protect places where wildlife

lives.

5. In Laos farmers used "splash and turn" farming, which caused lots of metal to erode.

6. In Minnesota crops are grown to feed the family more than to earn money.

7. Pooh said, "Our land is needed for shopping. Our rivers and lakes provide us with

vegetables."

8. "The people in my village have lost a lot of money. The land by the edge of the river eroded,

because we don't make use of our natural resources."

9. "Now we live in an old country that still has an abundance of natural remorse."

10. "We should deserve natural resources so that we don't destroy our father earth that provides

a place for us to live."
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Exercise 3
Grammar Lesson

Comparative adjectives
Rules:
When we compare two things in English, we use these patterns.

With adjectives that are short words, like "large" or "small," we add "er" to the adjective +
"than," to compare two things.

Example:
The farms in Minnesota are larger than in Laos.
Farms in Laos are smaller than the US.

With adjectives that are long words, like "important," we use "more" or "less" + "than."
Example: Conservation, important
In the US conservation is more important than in Laos.
In Laos conservation is less important than in the US.

Compare things in Minnesota and Laos using the following long words. Make two sentences for
each. One sentence with "more" and one with "less."

1. Government, interested in conservation

a.

b.

2. river land, eroded

a.

b.

3. natural resources, abundant

a.

b.

4. farmers, educated

a.

b.

5. attitude toward resources, caring

a.

b.
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Clean up our lakes and rivers without leaving your yard

What is urban runoff?

You can see urban runoff every time it rains, or when the snow melts. The water runs off the

roofs, across parking lots and flows down into the storm drains. This water becomes polluted

when it picks up things like grass clippings, leaves or chemicals. The polluted water flows into

the storm drains, and goes into pipes that carry the water from your neighborhood into lakes,

rivers, and wetlands.

As leaves and grass clippings decay, they give off nutrients. These nutrients help the grass in

your yard, but they hurt the animals and some of the plants in the river. They are not healthy for

the river.

Even if you don't live close to the river you can still

help it. If you pick up your leaves and compost them,

you will help the Mississippi River, and other lakes

and rivers in Minnesota.

(Reprinted with permission of Ham line University Graduate School of Education)
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Small things can make a big difference

Compost the leaves and grass clippings in
your backyard, or bag them for pick up.

Let grass clippings stay on the lawn. They provide important

nutrients that are good for your grass. If you let the grass

clippings stay on your lawn every time you mow it, it is the

same as putting fertilizer on your lawn once a year.

Sweep up and compost leaves and grass clippings that fall

on the sidewalk, driveway, or street.

Don't sweep them into the street. When it rains they will

flow down into the storm drain. That is the same as

sweeping leaves and grass clippings into lakes and rivers.

Clean up after your dog.

Never let pet waste stay on the driveway, street, sidewalk or

lawn. Decaying pet waste carries bacteria that can cause

disease. Water with this bacteria in it is not safe for swimming

and drinking. Bacteria from pet waste can flow into storm

drains and then into the Mississippi River, or other rivers and

lakes in your neighborhood.

Pick up pet waste and throw it in the trash, flush it down the

toilet or bury it.

(Reprinted with permission of Hanaline University Graduate School of Education)
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Exercise 4
Reading Comprehension

Write answers to the following questions.

1. Where do you see urban runoff?

2. How does this water become polluted?

3. Where does this water go?

4. What do grass clippings give off when they decay?

5. How can you help the Mississippi River?

6. Why are grass clippings good for the lawn?

7. Why shouldn't you sweep leaves or grass clippings into the street?

8. What should you never do with pet waste?

9. What does pet waste carry?

10. What should you do with pet waste?
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Exercise 5
Grammar Lesson

Before and after
Rules:
In English we can combine 2 sentences, and use "if" + "will" to describe cause and effect.

Example:
Grass clippings stay on the lawn. Grass clippings help the lawn grow.
If grass clippings stay on the lawn, they will help it grow.

In this example grass clippings staying on the lawn are the cause. Helping the lawn grow is the
effect. We use "if" in the cause phrase, and "will" in the effect phrase.

Make 1 sentence using "if" + "will" from the following sets of 2 sentences. Use the
information from the story to decide which sentence describes the cause.

1. Grass clippings flow into the storm drains. They go into the river.

2. The snow melts. Water runs off the roof.

3. Water flows into the storm drains. Water runs off roofs.

4. Water flows into the storm drains. Water flows into the river.

5. Water becomes polluted. Water picks up chemicals.

6. Leave flow into the storm drains. Leaves fall on the driveway.

7. Grass clippings are swept into the street. Grass clippings are washed into the storm drains.

8. Pet waste decays. Pet waste is left on the sidewalk.

9. Bacteria flows into the storm drains. Pet waste decays.
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Chapter 9

Khoi Nguyen

Southeast Asian Environmental Education Program Coordinator
for the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources

As a young man Khoi Nguyen was in the Army of the Republic of South Vietnam. This was
during the war in Vietnam. He first came to the US in 1969 for military leadership training, and
then went back to fight in the war. When he was a soldier, he worked with the US Army to fight
the communists. When the Vietnam war ended in 1975, he was persecuted by the new communist
government. They put him in a concentration camp for six years.

When he was finally released from the concentration camp, his citizenship was taken from him
and he was not allowed to work. He tried to leave Vietnam three times, and finally in 1992, Khoi
was successful. He and his wife, along with their two daughters and two sons, received asylum
in the United States as refugees.

In the US, Khoi found a job that lets him help his own community. He is the Coordinator of an
Environmental Education Program for the DNR. This program is called the Cultural Exchange
Program. The goal is to get newcomers to visit the parks and learn park regulations, so that they
will feel comfortable coming back on their own. His job is to speak to Southeast Asian community
leaders and agencies and encourage them to use Minnesota State Parks. This community
includes the Cambodian, Hmong, Laotian and Vietnamese people. Khoi has also worked with



the Sudanese and mixed community groups. He wants to help all immigrants use the state parks.

Khoi actively works with each agency to bring groups of immigrants to Minnesota State Parks.
Each group comes to the park by bus. Khoi teaches them about the plants, wild life, and recreational
activities available there. He and other park workers teach environmental education, and also
how to obey the law. Khoi has brought in some groups for classes on how to safely use a gun,
and to go hunting. Many groups have learned about fishing regulations, and other park activities.
People enjoy their trips to the park.

"In Vietnam, nobody dares to go outside their hometown," Khoi said. "It's not safe to go to the
jungle, like here. The idea of going to the state park for enjoyment of the wildlife is new. We are
very glad, very happy to be in the state park, because we enjoy the fresh air there. We can't do
that in Vietnam due to the war."

He finds that people are surprised when they go to the park. "Everything is very clean. They
even take care of the grass and the trees." There are other differences that people don't expect.
"People can not pick up the fruit, or the flowers or plants like we do at home. In our country
everything is destroyed by war, and people can take anything they need just to survive."

"They are not accustomed to the way we do things here," Khoi said. "It's why education in the
park is very important to people. If not, they just go to the parks and pick up everything they
want. In some areas there are signs, but they don't understand the language so they break the
law. If they do not obey the law they have problems, and from those problems they get angry at
the system. Khoi feels that this program has helped to correct these kinds of problems. "The
program is a good balance between education and recreation." Fewer people break the rules now.

Khoi feels that all newcomers will benefit by going to the state parks to "enjoy the open air."
Newcomers often live in apartments or small houses with large families. Minnesota state parks
offer a great place to escape the noise and busy streets of the city, and to enjoy nature. He has
seen people come to the park feeling unhappy, and go home feeling better after just a few hours.

Khoi admits, "I was not 100 percent successful in bringing people to the state parks in the winter,
because the Southeast Asians are not accustomed to the winter weather. They are not accustomed
to the winter sports, like ice fishing. Most of the time they want a summer activity." Khoi can
understand how they feel. He wanted to live in California or Georgia but added, "Minnesota is
very cold, but Minnesotans are nice!" He will keep encouraging people to use the parks in the
winter, and hopes to have more success next year.

He adds, "I have a very strong desire to protect our natural resources."
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For information on the SEA Outreach program and field trips to state parks,
or to speak with Khoi, contact:

Khoi Nguyen Phone: 651-282-2682
MN Department of Natural Resources
The SEA Outreach Program Box 10
500 Lafayette Road
St. Paul, MN 55155
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Email: khoi.nguyen@dnr.state.mn.us

To pick up state park information, A guide to Minnesota State Parks, and
vehicle permits, go to:

"Explore Minnesota USA" store
Mall of America (north entrance)

North 129 North Garden
Bloomington, MN 55425

Phone: 612-853-0182

For information about the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, contact:

DNR Information Center Phone: 651-296-6157
500 Lafayette Road 1-888-646-6367 (toll free)
St. Paul, MN 55155-4040

Web site: www.dnr.state.mn.us

To make reservations in Minnesota State Parks, contact:

Minnesota State Parks Web site:
www.dnr.state.mn.us/parks_and_recreation/state_parks
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Exercise 1
Reading Comprehension

Write answers to the following questions.

1. What was Khoi's job as a young man?

2. What happened to him in 1975?

3. When did he finally come to the US?

4. What's his job now?

5. What is the goal of the program?

6. What do Khoi and other park workers teach?

7. Why don't people dare go outside of town in Vietnam?

8. What can people do in Vietnam that they can't do here?

9. What is a good balance in the program?

10. Why does he think newcomers will benefit by going to state parks?

11. What part of his work has not been successful?

12. Where did he want to live?
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Exercise 2
False Sentences

Use the information in the story to find the incorrect words in the following sentences.

Cross out the incorrect words, and write the correct words above them.

1. Khoi Nguyen was in the army of South Korea until 1975 when he was put in a conversation

camp.

2. He tried to leave China five times and was finally successful in 1992.

3. Now he works for the RNA, and gets the Southwest Asian community to use state parks.

4. He teaches people about plants, nightlife and professional activities available to them in the

parks.

5. Khoi says, " In Taiwan, nobody dares to go outside their homeroom because it's dangerous to

go to the junk yard."

6. He says, "If people don't obey the law they have programs, and from those problems they

get angry at the symptoms."

7. The program is a good balance between sensational and vocational purposes.

8. Parks offer a great place to escape the nose of the city, and the opportunity to employ nature.

9. He says, " I was not successful bringing Asians to the state parks in the summer, because

they are not accustomed to summer sports.

10. Minnesota is very old, but Khoi thinks Minnesotans are very quiet.
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Exercise 3
Grammar Lesson

Direct speech and reported speech
Rules:
When we quote exactly what people say, we can use Quotation marks ("). This is called direct
speech. If we repeat or retell what people have said, we can do it without quotation marks.
Then we need to change the tense to the past, and change pronouns. Often we add the word
"that" before the quoted words. This is called reported speech.

Example:
He said, "In Vietnam, nobody dares to go outside their hometown."
He said that in Vietnam, nobody dared to go outside their hometown.

You may also have to change pronouns.
Example:
He said, " I am not 100% successful."
He said that he was not 100% successful.

Change these quotes from direct speech to reported speech.

1. He said, "It's not safe to go to the jungle, like here."

2. He said, "Everything is very clean. They even take care of the grass and trees."

3. He said, "People can not pick up the fruit, or the flowers or plants like we do at home."

4. He said, "If they do not obey the law they have problems."

5. He said, "They don't understand the language so they break the law."

6. He said, " The Southeast Asians are not accustomed to the winter weather."

7. He said, "Most of the time they want a summer activity."

8. He said, "Minnesota is very cold, but Minnesotans are nice!"
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Park Information

Minnesota has 68 state parks and recreation areas. There is a parking fee for all state parks. You
can buy a daily pass at one park, or a yearly pass that allows you to park for free and use all the
parks. You can go fishing or hunting for the day. In some parks, you can rent a camping space
or even a cabin and stay overnight or for several days. It's a good idea to find out what you can
do in each park, because they do not all have the same activities available.

Minnesota parks have over 1200 miles of trails, where you can walk. Many can be used as bike
trails and for hiking in the summer, and for skiing and snowmobiling in the winter. There are
some trails that are available for horseback riding.

If you like time on the water, Minnesota has more than 10,000 lakes and many rivers, including
the Mississippi. You can fish, swim and even raft and kayak.

Exercise 4
Reading Comprehension

Write answers to the following questions.

1. How many state parks does Minnesota have?

2. Can you visit them for free?

3. What are some things you can do at state parks?

4. How can you spend the night at a state park?

5. How many miles of trails are there?

6. What can you do on the trails in the summer?

7. What can you do on the trails in the winter?

8. What can you do on the lakes and rivers?
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Exercise 5
Map Reading

Use the Map of State Parks on the previous page to write answers to these questions.

1. Which park is in the far northwest corner of the state?

2. Which park is in the far southwest corner of the state?

3. Which park is in the far southeast corner of the state?

4. Which park is in the far northeast corner of the state?

5. Which parks are in the Twin Cities Metro Area?

6. Which park is just north of William O'Brien State Park?

7. Which park is just south of Fort Snelling State Park?

8. Which park is west of Charles A. Lindbergh State Park?

9. Which park is southeast of John A. Latsch State Park?

10. Which park is northwest of Maplewood State Park?

11. Which park is northeast of Jay Cooke State Park?

12. Which park is southwest of Lake Bemidji State Park?
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Exercise 6
Map Reading

Use the State Parks Map in the "a guide to Minnesota State Parks" brochure
to answer these questions.

(To get free copies of this brochure call 651-296-6157 or 1-888-MINNDNR)

1. How many state parks are shown on the Minnesota map?

2. According to the mileage chart, which state park is the farthest from St. Paul?

3. How many miles is it from St. Paul?

4. According to the mileage chart, which state park is the closest to St. Paul?

5. How many miles is it from St. Paul?

Use the chart in "a guide to Minnesota State Parks" to answer these questions.

6. Does Afton State Park have camper cabins?

7. Does Banning State Park have camper cabins?

8. How many miles of hiking trails does Afton have?

9. How many miles of surfaced bike trails does Banning have?

10. What kind of fishing do Afton and Banning both have?

11. Does Afton or Banning have snowmobile trails?

12. Which park, Afton or Banning, has a sliding hill?

13. Of all the State Parks in Minnesota, how many have cabins for campers?

14. Of all the State Parks in Minnesota, how many have a swimming beach in the park?
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Chapter 10

Minnesota Fishing

Many immigrants coming to Mirmesota enjoy fishing. It's one of the first things they want to do
here. You don't need to know a lot of English to fish, but you need to understand the rules. You
also need to know that you shouldn't eat everything you can catch.

In this chapter we will review some of the things we've learned about fishing. We will also learn
about pollution in fish.

In Chapter 7 we learned about Vuthy Pril, who is a Conservation Officer for the DNR. His job is
to teach people about the rules and regulations for fishing, and to enforce fishing laws.

Coming from Cambodia, he understands that people have different ideas about fishing. "In the
Cambodian community almost everyone fishes. I've never seen anybody who hasn't fished.
They come from a country where fishing is daily life, a daily activity. I see a lot of Vietnamese.
I see a lot of Hmong also," said Vuthy.

Vuthy explains the difference between many other countries and the US. "Back home it's different.
People are hungry. They want to catch as many fish as they can, either to sell them or to eat
them. It is different here. No one is dying from hunger, so they should be able to understand.

We have to enforce the laws so everyone, including our children, will have a chance to catch fish
and hunt animals in Minnesota. We live here now, and we have to conserve the natural resources."
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In Chapter 9 we met Khoi Nguyen, who is from Vietnam. Now he works for the DNR, helping
immigrants to use state parks. He knows that they might not understand fishing rules and
regulations.

"We have the opportunity to teach them something about the state parks, about the plants and
the animals. We also teach them how to follow the law, because we don't have such laws as fishing
regulations, or hunting regulations in our country," said Khoi.

"In Vietnam people fish for food to live, not for a game." Many newcomers don't understand
why they have to limit to their catch to a certain amount when they have a big family, and when
they can eat as many fish as they can catch. "They don't understand why fish should be thrown
back in the river, and why they are allowed to fish only during the "season." Fishing rules and
regulations are very new ideas to them," said Khoi.

Both Vuthy and Khoi agree that, with education, newcomers will learn the rules and understand
why they need to follow them.

Chapter 3 introduced us to Girma Yismaw, who is the Liquids Business Unit Manager at the
Metro Waste Water Treatment Plant. He understands how pollution from leaking cars can hurt
rivers and lakes, and then hurt fishing.

"You park on the driveway. You might have gasoline, transmission fluid oil, antifreeze, or all of
those dripping from your car. What happens when it rains? The rain causes the fluids to flow
into the storm drains, and then they kill your fish in the lakes."

Girma knows how important fishing is to many families. He asks,"Are you going to be a friend
of the environment or not?"

Pooh Vongkhamdy is an NRCS Soil Conservationist. We learned in Chapter 8 that his job is to
help people conserve the land and water. He also knows how important lakes and rivers are.

Pooh says, "Our land is needed for farming. Our rivers and lakes provide us with fish. Our air
is needed to breathe. The forests provide us with wood, and a place for wildlife to live. All of
these need to be conserved and protected,"

All of these men are working to make sure that we, and our children, can enjoy Minnesota's
10,000 lakes and many rivers. They are helping to keep the water clean, and enforce the
regulations, so that there will be lots of fish for everyone to catch.
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For information about the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, contact:

DNR Information Center
500 Lafayette Road
St. Paul, MN 55155-4040

Phone: 651-296-6157
1-888-646-6367 (toll free)

Web site: www.dnr.state.mn.us

For copies of the MN Fish Consumption Advisory booklet, contact:

Fish Advisory Mailing List
Minnesota Department of Health
1221 East Seventh Place, Suite 220
PO Box 64978
St. Paul, MN 55164-0975

Phone: 651-215-0950 or
1-800-657-3908

Web site: www.health.state.mn.us

To view the MN Fish Consumption
Advisory booklet online:

Web site:
www.dnr.state.mn.us/lakefind/fca/index.html
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Exercise 1
Reading Comprehension

Write answers to the following questions.

1. What do many immigrants enjoy doing?

2. What do you need to understand to fish in Minnesota?

3. What is Vuthy Pril's job?

4. How many immigrants from Cambodia fish?

5. What other immigrants does Vuthy see fishing?

6. In Cambodia, why can they catch as many fish as they want?

7. In Minnesota, why do they have to enforce the laws?

8. What are new ideas to Vietnamese immigrants?

9. Where does Girma Yismaw work?

10. How can fluids leaking from cars hurt rivers and lakes?

11. What does Pooh think we should protect and conserve?

12. What are all of these men helping to do?
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Exercise 2
False Sentences

Use the information in the story to find the incorrect words in the following sentences.

Cross out the incorrect words, and write the correct words above them.

1. You don't need to know a lot of energy to fish, but you need to understand the poles.

2. Vuthy said, "In the Canadian Community almost everybody wishes."

3. They come from a company where fishing is a dirty activity.

4. He said, "They want to catch as few fish as they can, to sell them or meet them."

5. Khoi said, "In Vietnam people swim for food to live, not for a name."

6. He said, "They don't understand why fish should be thrown back in the refrigerator, and

why they are allowed to fish only during the session."

7. Both Vuthy and Khoi agree that, with education, newcomers will learn the roles and understand

why they need to explain them.

8. Girma Yismaw understands how protection can hurt rivers and lakes, and then hurt splashing.

9. He said, "You drive on the parkway. You might have fluid breaking from your car."

10. Pooh Vongkhamdy is a soil reservationist who works for the NRA.

11. He said that our rivers and cakes need to be consumed and protected.

12. All of these men are working to make sure that we, and our parents, can enjoy Minnesota's

1,000 lakes and many rivers.
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Exercise 3
Discussion Exercise

Discuss the following questions in class.

1. Did you fish in your country?

2. If yes, did you fish in the lakes, rivers, or in the ocean?

3. Do you or your family fish in Minnesota?

4. Do you fish from shore or from a boat?

5. What kind of bait do you use?

6. What kinds of fish do you catch?

7. Do you eat the fish you catch?

8. How often do you eat fish from lakes or rivers?

9. Is fishing in Minnesota better or worse than in your country?

10. Why?
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Pollution in Fish

Fishing is great sport in Minnesota. People come from all over the world to fish our clean lakes

and rivers.

However, pollution in lakes and rivers can affect fish. Most fish caught here are safe to eat, but

toxic chemicals have been found in some fish. The levels of these chemicals are usually low. You

should be careful if you eat fish more than once a week. You should also be careful when you

eat fish if you are pregnant planning to be pregnant, or a nursing mother.

The Minnesota Fish Consumption Advisory booklet explains the kinds of pollution in fish. It

tells how much fish you can safely eat from each lake or river. The Minnesota Department of

Health the Department of Natural Resources and the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency work

together to print the booklet. Eating fish is a good idea because they are high in nutrition. If you

eat a lot of fish, you should use the booklet as a guide for choosing fish low in contaminants.

It is important that some people limit the amount of fish that they eat. Women who want to
have children, pregnant women, nursing mothers, and small children under the age of six should

be careful. They should not eat a lot of fish with contaminants.

The main pollutants in Minnesota fish are mercury and PCBs. These pollutants get into the

water in many ways. Once they are in the lakes and rivers the fish can absorb them.

When mercury is found it's in every part of the fish. There is no way to cook or clean them to

reduce the amount of mercury. Babies are very sensitive to mercury poisoning. This is why it is

so important for pregnant women, and women who want to have children, to be careful.

Most of the PCBs are in the fat of fish. They are usually found in fish that have lots of fat such as

carp and catfish. Cutting off the fat before cooking the fish will lower the amount of PCBs that

you will eat. There are usually more pollutants in bigger, older fish. PCBs are not usually found

in smaller, younger panfish such as bluegill and crappie. These fish are safe to eat.

Avoiding PCBs is very important in protecting children from health and learning problems.
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Some general rules for eating the fish that you catch:

1. Keep the smaller fish that you catch for eating. You can throw the bigger ones back.

2. Eat the kinds of fish that usually have less pollutants.

3. Eat smaller amounts when you eat big fish, and eat bigger fish less often.

4. You can remove many PCBs from fish. Clean and cut the fat off the fish. Cook your fish

properly. Remove the skin before you eat it.
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Exercise 4
Reading Comprehension

Write answers to the following questions.

1. What kind of chemicals are found in fish?

2. What does the Minnesota Fish Consumption Advisory Booklet tell you?

3. Why are fish good to eat?

4. What kinds of people should be more careful when eating contaminated fish?

5. What are the main pollutants in Minnesota fish?

6. How do these chemicals get into the fish?

7. Where is mercury found in fish?

8. Where are most of the PCBs found in fish?

9. How can you remove most PCBs from fish?

10. What kind of fish have more pollutants?

11. What kind of fish have less pollutants?
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Exercise 5
Reading Comprehension

You will need the Minnesota Fish Consumption Advisory Booklet to answer these
questions. Read the "Using this Advisory" section.

Free copies are available from: Fish Advisory Mailing List, Minnesota Department of Health

1221 East Seventh Place, Suite 220, PO Box 64978, St. Paul, MN 55164-0975

1. How do you measure a fish?

2. What is the meal size for a 150 pound person?

3. What does it mean if a lake is not listed in the directory?

Read the "PCBs" section.

4. What is the shape of the PCB symbol?

5. If the symbol is half black and half white, how often can you safely eat that fish?

6. What can you remove to reduce PCBs?

7. What can you trim to reduce PCBs?

8. How can you cook the fish to reduce PCBs?

Read the "General Guidelines to Reduce Your Health Risk" Section.

9. What kinds of fish are less contaminated?

10. Who should you do if you catch big fish?
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Glossary of Vocabulary Words

absorbed went in through the skin

apsorbovan

galay absorbido

ntxaum npomikaEow,PIA

nam, Mtn, tham thdu

angler a person who fishes
pecaro§

kaluumayste

tus neeg nuv ntses

pescador

putionoe
ngtie,i câu cd

abundant a large amount of something

obilan ntau ntau vi3oemnyioau10

badan abundantes dbi ciao, phong phü

accept to let people in
prihvatiti txais tos

aqbal aceptamos dial) thuan, clap nhan

accustomed to be comfortable with something
naviknut

u bartay acostumbrados

61,1Tb ripmcnocoOneHHbusn

quen vôi, lam quen vdi

acid a chemical that can burns skin or eyes

kiselina

asiidhlaashito

ib yam tshuaj uas torn nqaij '<Mum

dcido chal axft

against not agreeing with

protiv

lid ku ah, ka soo horjeeda

tawm tsam

en contra

npomB

ch6ng lai, d6i lai

agency a government organization
agencija, slu2ba

wakaalad, hay'ad

koom haum

agencia

areHarso
dai diên nha no&

agriculture farming and growing crops

poljoprivreda key ua qoob loo

beeraha agricultura

cenbcKoe XIMAACTBO

ming nghi4

allergies physical sensitivity to something

alergije key phiv

alerji, xajiin alergias

anneprma

di ifng

antifreeze automotive fluid that is used in the radiator of a car

antifriz tshuaj kom lub taub dej tsheb tsis khov nab kuab aHrtic1p143

lidka-barafka anticongelante clang (Ring

assistant professor a university teacher

asistent profesora tus Loo ntawm tus Xib Hwb Qhia Ntawv

Macallin jaamacadeed kalkaaliye ah Profesor Asistente
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asthma a disease that makes it difficult to breathe

astm a mob hlab ntsws nqia acmia

cudurka neefta asma lien lac

asylum a safe place to stay

azil key tiv thaiv

magangalyo asilo

yeeminake

ti nan, noi a'n ndu

bacteria very small disease causing organisms
bakterije phaj nyaj

bakteeriya bacteria

Elak-repiin

vi trung

batteries electric power cells
baterije, akumulator roj teeb

baytari baterias

6aTapeAkki

pin

benefit be helped

korist, profitirati ib qho zoo

faa'iido beneficio

01(a3b1BaTb OnarOTB0pHoe gke Rareme

có ich, có lyi

biological from living things

biolo§ki ib yam hais txog txoj key muaj txoj sia nyob Enionorwieckvn-i

noole, ku saabsan wax noole biologico thu6c sinh vat hoc

breast cancer a malignant growth in the chest
rak dojke ka xaws (cancer) ntawm mis

burada ama kaansarta naaska cancer en el seno

pak rpypyi

ung thlt vu

breathe inhale and exhale air

disati nqus pa

neefso, neefta hoos u jiid respirar

13):tblXaTb

th&, hit th&

brochure information booklet

bro6ura daim ntawv qhia

buug yar folleto

6pounopa
0 budm, tap sdch quang cdo hoac gidi thi'eu

building materials things that are used to make a building, such as lumber, windows, carpet, paint
gradjevinski materijal

alaabta dhisma

tej khoom ua tsev C11:1011Tel1bHble marepwanu

materiales de construcción vat lieu xay dung

burn injury to the skin from chemicals

opekotina kub wkor

gubo quemada d6t, thieu, lam chdy

cancer a malignant growth disease

rak

buro, kaansar

ka xaws (cancer)

cancer

pak
ung thu

career occupation or profession
karijera txoj hauj lwm

meherad, shaqo nololeed carrera
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carp a kind of fish

taran, karat

kaluunka karb

ib horn ntses

carpa

kapn

cá chép

catch and release to catch a fish and put it back in the water
uloviti i pustiti ntes thiab tso

qabo oo siidaa pescar y liberar

01110131/Tb II BblnyCTIATb

bdt

catfish a kind of fish

riba maëak

kaluunka shaaruboole

ntses tuaj kub com

cá trepez gato

caution be careful, this is a little dangerous
upozorenje

digniin

ceeb toom

cuidado

npemnpeNgteHme

chit S,

chemical man made substance for cleaning, farming, etc.

hemijski, hemikalija tshuaj toy

kiimiko quimico

xvinciLiecKoe BeLlteCTBO, XVIMI1KaTIVIA

hoá chai

chemistry the science of making chemicals

hemija

cilmiga kiirnisteriga

key kawm txog tshuaj

quimica

minims

hod hoc

chlorine bleach a chemical that makes clothes whiter, and kills mold and mildew

varikina

dhar-cadeeye/biliij kalooriin ah

tshuaj ntxhua khaub ncaws dawb xnopHbi oTtermeaTenb

cloro blanqueador chdy td'y chlorine

climate the usual weather in a place

klima

cimilo, xilli

huab cua

clima

KJIIIMaT

the6 khi Ifdu

clothes dryer a machine that removes moisture from clothes

matina za su6enje vega lub cav ziab khaub ncaws

dhar-qalajiye secadora de ropa

roawimia Ans cyLukvi elenbA

may sdy qan do

cockroaches a small insect that lives in wet places

buba6vabe, iohari kab laum

baranbaro cucarachas

TapakaHbl

con gidn

committee a group of people who work together on a project

komitet lub rooj sab laj

guddi comité

KOMI4TeT

üy ban

Communists people who believe in communism

komunisti Koom Tshas

Shuuciyiin Comunistas

KOMMyHI1CTb1

COng San

community a social group of people with a common culture
zajednica zej zog

beel comunidad
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compost a mixture of decaying organic substances, such as dead leaves, grass clippings and food waste

kompost, organski otpad chiv KOMnocimposam

qudhmi/huuri wax si bacrimiye (nafaqeeye) dhul u noqdo abono phan bon (phan trOn vdi Ia kho)

concentration camp political prison
koncentracioni logor lub yeej raug txim KOHLI,eHTpa14110HHblil flarepb

xero maxaabiis campo de concentraci6n trai tap trung

conservation protecting nature

oëuvanje key txuag

madhxinta khayraadka conservacion

KoHcepsaumR, coxpaHeHme

sit bdo tohn thien nhien

conserve to protect
oãuvati txuag COXpaHFITb, K0FICe13131,4130BaTb

madhxi (khayraadka dabiiciga) conservar bdo toan, duy tri

contaminants chemicals that make something harmful

zagadjiva6i tej yam ham sim 3a1pA31-114TeJ111

wasakh/wax ku darsamay wax saafi ahaa contaminantes chdt lam 6 nhiem

contact to call, write or talk to

kontaktirati

la xidhiidh

tiv tauj

contactar

()Opal-Limos, KOHTaKTIVOBaTb

lien lac

control to keep things in a certain way
kontrolisati, kontrola

xad u yeel

tswj

control

KOHTIDOIMposa-rb

kidm dinh, kidm tra, kcem chd, dceu chinh

corrosive something that will burn your skin or eyes

korozivan tom nqaij tau

wax jara/guba sida asiidhka/aashitada corrosivo

KOpp03110HHbal

chal an mon

culture ways of living in different places or countries

kultura kab lis key cai kynbTypa

dhaqan cultura van hod

curbside recycling recycling that is picked up at the curb in front of your house
odlaganje otpada za recikliranje ispred mjesta stanovanja txoj key rov qab siv khoom qub dua

c6op OTXMOB, BbICTaBfleHHbIX y 060411HW, PlIFIllOBTOP1-100 nepepaelorKvi

dhigista jidka alaabta dib-u-dhaqangalinta reciclaje
ddt nhang vat lieu co the' tdi sill' dung hoac co the dung de tái che'pham ra fé dtfo'ng d xe rdc tdi ldy di

daily every day

svakodnevan

maalin walba

txhua hnub

diario

exemieBHo

hang ngay

dam a wall to stop the flow of water

brana lub tauv dej

biyo-xidheen presa
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damaged harmed
o§teáen puas tsuaj

waxyeelo gaadhay datiadas

noapeKleHine

lam hang, hu hai

decay

degree

rot, decompose

trunuti lwj nivierme

qudhan, burbur descomponer thoi rib

diploma from college or university

diploma dis plaus may creneHb

shahaado titulo universitario bang cdp

Department of Natural Resources government agency that protects nature and controls hunting & fishing
Resor za prirodna bogatstva Lub Rooj Tsav Xwm Saib Xyuas Khoom Ntiaj Teb OTrtell npmponfribix

Waaxda Khayraadka Dabiiciga ah Departamento de Recursos Naturales Phan Khoa Tai Nguyen Thien Nhien

develop to start a new program

razvijati

soo saar (barnaamij, alaab)

npaj

desarrollar

pa3patoTarb, comaTb
phdt tridn, thanh lap

disease sickness, illness

oboljenje kab mob

cudur enfermedad

eoonesHb

chung benh

dizzy to feel like your head is spinning

osjeóati vrtoglavicu

wareersan

kiv taub hau

mareado

nOLlyBCTBOBaTb ronosokppkeFivie

chóng mat

dust mites very small insects that live in things like carpets, mattresses and sofas

sióu§ni mikroorganizmi koji bye u kuthoj pra'Sini tej pluag play krieuvi (kvasywme B ObrroBori %UM)

caarada siigada een ishu qaban gorgojo con mat at, con ye, con bo

egg shells the hard outside covering of an egg

ljuspe od jajeta plhaub qes

qolofta ukunta/beedka cascaras de huevo

Al44Han ckopnyna

vO tning

encourage to help people to want to do something
podsticati yaum

ku dhiirigali alentar

110OLLAPFITb

khuyen khich

enforce to get people to follow the law

sprovoditi yuam kom ua raws ii oCiecnet-nim co6nloa,eHme (sakoHoa)

fuli, hirgali hacer cumplir ap dat, ep bu(ic

enforcement making people follow the law

sprovodjenje key yuam kom ua raws li o6ecnet-leFaie coelnioa,ei-ain

(co trach nhiem) dfeu hanh, kidm tra yiec thlic thi quy dinh, diseu lefulinta, hirgalinta cumplimiento

engineering the science of building things

in2injerstvo txoj key ua tsev, ua key, thiab ua cav tsheb t4FmeHepHoe 14CIVCCTBO

injineernimo ingenieria
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enthusiastic to enjoy doing something a lot

pun entuzijazma

ku faraxsan

xyiv fab

entusiasta

OTHOCI1TbCR C 3HTy3lia3MOM

hang hai, rang nd

environment the air, land, water, animals and plants around us
okolina chaw puag ncig

deegaanka, bay' ada medio ambiente

okploKaEoLuan cpepa

m6i true?ng

erode washing or wearing away

erodirati

nabaad-guuri

av pob 3p0p,mpoearb

serosion ói mon

escape to get away from
pobje6i khiav tawm Tretoca (eo3pyxa); no6er

ka baxso escapa thodt, tr6n thodt, chay thodt

ethnic from one culture group

etnieki

ummad, u gaara ummad

haiv neeg

étnico

3THI4LIBCK141-4

chang tOc, sdc dan

exhaust fans bathroom and kitchen fans that blow humid air to the outside
izduvni ventilatori

marawaxadaha naqaska

kiv cua tshuab tawm BbITA)KHble BeHTIIJIRT0pb1

quat gió, quat xt hthventiladores de extracción

explode to burst violently

eksplodirati tawg

qarax explotar

B3pb1BaTbCF1

bung no'

Extension Service a university program that teaches adults who are not university students

podruinica, ispostava

Adeega Fidinta

Key Pab Sab Nraud Kypcoeas cmc-rema 3aHRTIC,1 Win B3130C11b1X

Servicio de Extension dich vii m& rOng pham vi phuc vu

facility plant or factory

oprema, sredstva tsev yc-raHoeka, coopymeHme

goob instalación plutling tidn, tidn nghi

fascinate to interest very much
fascinirati xav tsis thoob 3axBaTbleaFoulu1 il

hdp clan, quydn rü, cu6n hutka yaabi fascinar

fatal to cause death

fatalan

dhimasho leh, halis

tuag tau

fatal

crvievrenbHbIO, cpaTanbHbIO

nguy hidm chdt ngiJi

fertile good for growing plants
plodan ZOO

aaran, wax dhala fértil

nnopopopHbIA

(ddt) t6t, mall me?

fertilizer compost or chemicals that help plants grow
gnojivo, djubrivo chiv ypo6peHme

bacrimiye, kordhiya aarannimada fertilizante phan b6n
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fined when you have to pay money to the government because you broke the law

oglobljen raug nplua ousrpacbosam-iblil

ganaaxay multado bi phat

flammable something that will catch fire and burn easily

zapaljiv txawj kub

guban kara inflamable

orHeonacHbO, 1opio9140

chdy

flow to move, like water in a stream or river

tok, tedi

qulqul

ntws

flujo

TeLlb, BbITeKaTb

dOng chay

fluid liquid
teenost kua

dareere, biyuhu waa dareere fluido

AtinKoci-b

chdt lOng

fluorescent a kind of light bulb
fluorescentan tsaus tsiav cbnyopecueftrui-A

nalka/laydhka tuuba iftiinta fluorescente (den) hu3mh quang, den neon

flush to run water through the toilet

pustiti vodu

ku fur biyo

tso dej

jalar la cadena

ClAblBaTb

dOl sach/lam do mat

growing season the time of year that plants can grow in a state or place

sezona rasta caij ua noj ua haus ce3oH Bbipau.ulEsaHms

maa trbng trotxilliga korniinka temporada de crecimiento

gun shells the metal case of bullets

eahure

qashar/qolofta rasaasta

play tooj

casquillos de balas

Itillb3b1

vO dan

harmful dangerous
§tetan raug mob tau

waxyeelo leh dafiino

BpenHbiVi

co hai

hazardous dangerous
opasan as tab lais

halis ah peligroso

onacHblil

nguy hieM, nguy hai

health wellness, not being sick

zdravlje

caafimaad

key nyob zoo

salud

3p,oposbe

sdc khOe

hiking walking in the park or forest

§etnja po prirodi

socodka dheer

key taug key

caminar

xoJavn-b newKonn, new146 rypinsm

di bO (dtthng dai)

hotline a telephone number to call for specific information

direktan telefonski broj va2ne ustanove

khadka su'aalaha

xov tooj pab neeg sai 111,411413 3KCTpeHHOA CBR314

due,ng day klign al)linea de ayuda
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household for use in your home

domatinstvo tsev neeg cembn, npo>kvmarou.kaR B OB,HOM mem; rtomawHee X03ROCTBO

qoys, guri hogar ho gia dinh

humid moist or damp air
vlaan

suyuc ah, huur

vaum

htimedo

Bila>KHblA

'SID Vol

illegal against the law

ilegalan

sharci-daro

txhaum key cai

ilegal

lie3BK0HHblA

bdt hyp phdp

illness sickness, disease
bolest

cudur, jiro

key mob nkeeg

enfermedad

6071e3Hb

Wh, chiing brth

immigrant a person who comes here from another country

imigrant tus neeg txawv teb chaws kuvuvuirpaHT

soo-guure inmigrante ngddi di dan, dan nhap elf

indoor air quality how clean the air is in a house or a building
kvalitet vazduha u zatvorenom prostoru

tayada hawada gudaha calidad del aire interior

pa zoo li cas hauv tsev

Kaqec-rso Bo 3n,yxa aFiy-rpm nonneigeHmil

chdt hidng khcing khi hit thd trong nha.

industrial from a factory or business

industrijski hais txog key tsim khoom nponnbannemb0

warshadeed, warshadaha industrial (thud'c) ding nghi0

inhaled to breathe in

koji se udge, udahnut

la jiiday (hawo)

nqus

inhalar

BAIDIXBeMbli-01

hit vao

interior design firm company that plans how to design and decorate the inside of a building or home
preduzete za unutra§nju dekoraciju lag luam kho tsev sab haud

konimatims, npoek-nippow,an va-rrepbelabl

shirkad quruxda gudaha compailia de diseiio de interiores cong ty thiê't ke'trang tn ni thal

issues questions or ideas that people talk about

pitanja yam xwm

arrimaha temas

noel:us/lei-1A o6cynterms

v d'ê

itching a kind of skin irritation
svrab khaus

cuncun escozor

jungle wild forest area

diungla hav zoov

kayn jungla

ngda
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landfill a place where trash is buried
deponija qhov chaw pov khib nyiab

godka qashinka terrenos de tratamiento de basura

ceanka
bai chôn ldp rdc

legal not against the law
legalan

sharci ah

raws key cai

legal

neranbHbIA

hqp phdp

liaison someone who works between two groups of people, to help them work together

veza tus neeg txuas lus CBR3b (noxtgepkweam CBR3b,

xidhiidh relación ngtreti thiO, ngiteti trung gian

license a government permit to do something
dozvola daim ntawv tso cai

ogalaasho, liisan licencia

nwuRH31A, paspeweHine

chtIng chi, bang (d hanh nglie)

lungs the organs you use to breathe

pluáa ob lub ntsws nerkwe

sambab pulmones (hai) la ph&

lye a chemical used to make some cleaners

cedj, lug ib yam tshuaj siv ua xa npus utenok

dhar-cadeeye, biliij (bootasiyam hydro-oksaydh) lejia thu6c thu6c giat ta'y

manage to direct or supervise

upravljati, pobrinuti se za

maamul

saib xyuas

manejar

pyKOBOB.11Tb, yrIpaBFIRTb

quan 15/

manager the person who directs or supervises

rukovodilac, upravnik tus nai pyKOBOALITellb

maamule gerente ngtro'i quail 15/, quail d6c

materials a group of related things

materijal coy khoom

alaabooyin, waxyaabo materiales

maTepwan

chdt lieu

mercury a heavy liquid metal
iva

maadada merkuuri

kua hlau

mercuric

p-rym

thily ngan

melt when ice changes to water

topiti se

dhalaal

yaj

derretir

TBRHItle

tan clay

mildew a fungus that grows in moist or wet places

plijesan tuaj pwm

cagaarka suyuca, noole ishu qaban moho

nneceHb
m6c xu'o'ng, ndm m6c hinh sçti

moisture wetness, dampness
vlaga qhov noo noo

suyuc, qoyaan humedad
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mold a very small fungus that grows in moist or wet places
plijesan

cagaarka suyuca

pwm

moho

rpHOOK

ndm meo (trong thgc phgm)

mother earth our planet
majka zemlja

hooyo dhul

ntiaj teb

madre tierra

mai-b-3erAns

dal me

multicultural from many cultures and countries
multikulturalan ntau haiv neeg pasHoKynb-rypHbIA

dhaqamo kala-duwan multicultural da van hod

natural resources the natural wealth of a country: land, forests, water, etc.
prirodna bogatstva khoom ntiaj teb

khayraadka dabiiciga ah recursos naturales

nplipormbie pecypcbi

tai nguyen thien nhien

Natural Resources Conservation Service a government agency that conserves our natural resources

Sluba za oëuvanje prirodnih resursa

Cnyx6a no oxpaHe nptipopmbix pecypcoe

Servicio de Conservación de los Recursos Naturales

Qhov Chaw Pab Txuag Khoom Ntiaj Teb

Adeega Madhxinta Khayraadka Dabiiciga ah
Dich Vu Bao 1ôn Ngubn Tai Nguyen Thiên Nhien

nature the world around us, plants, animals, etc.

priroda tha ma xaj

abuurista eebe, miyi naturaleza

npvipoila

thien nhiên

nursing mothers women who are breastfeeding their babies
majke koje doje coy niam uas pub lawv mis rau me nyuam noj Kopmfittune ma-repv

hooyo nuujisa madres que le dan el pecho a sus bebés nhang ba me dang trong theti 14 cho con bti

nutrients food for plants

hranljive materije

nafaqo

tej yam pab key loj hlob 1111TaTellbHble Beiikec-ma

chdt 1)6, chdt dinh &fangnutrientes

oil filters automotive parts that help keep the oil cleaner
tilted za ulje

sifeeyaha saliida

coy urn roj

filtros de aceite

MaC11AHble COPITIbTpb1

loc cfau

organic farming farming without using pesticides
organska poljoprivredna proizvodnja ua teb tsis siv tshuaj tua kab

3emnegLerme 6e3 LICI1Onb30BaHVIR ninnw-lecKia yp,o6perimil beeraha aan dawo/bacrimiye lagu darin

cultivo orgdnico trbng trot, chan nuiii bang phdo'ng phdp vô cd (khong dang hod chdt)

outreach to try hard to get information to people about an issue or program

javna slu2ba za komunikaciju sa zajednicama pab

xidhiidhiye alcanzar

nporpanona nommum

(phuc vu) ngoai cd set, ngohi chitc nang chinh

overthrew to put an end to a government by force

zbaciti kov yeej

af-gambiyay derrocaron
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participants people who join a group to do something

uëesnici neeg koom

ka-qaybgalayaal participantes

rieCTHMKII

ngtreii, thhnh plian tham gia, tham dif

peaceful free from war
miran, miroljubiv key thaj yeeb

nabad ah pacifico

rompFibliA

thanh bInh, an binh

persecuted to be harassed or punished

progonjen tsim txom nOrtElepreTbCfl

dhibay perseguido kei an, kei t0i, hanh ha, khfing b6, nocic dai

pesticides chemicals that kill pests

pesticidi tshuaj tua kab BeutecTaa Arm elopbelbi c wpm:mama IA 13Perl,HblMil Hacekombuvui

sunta dulinka/cayayaanka pesticidas thu6c Pit sau

pests animals and insects that harm crops

t'tetoCine

dulin

kab upepmbie Hacekomble, COPFIRK14

pestes sau bo (phd hoai mita mang)

pet waste animal feces

otpad koji ostavljaju kuoni ljubimci quay tsiaj

qashinka xayowaanka guriga desecho animal

OTX0Abl OT r1,0MeWHIAX KOWeK, co6aK

chal thai cüa tha nuoi trong nha

poach to hunt or fish illegally

krivoloviti plob hay zoov los sis nuv ntses tsis raws key cai 6pakoHbepc-rao

caza o pesca ilegal cauklanh cd hal hyp phap, lausi sharci-daro ah u ugaadhso/kaluumayso

pollutants things that make the air, water, or land dirty

zagadjivgi

wasakheeyeyaal/wax saafi ahaa wax ku darsamay contaminantes

tej yam liam sim 3e1OFI3FIVITerli4 okpywaFou.keil cpep,bI

nhi7em the, chal gay 8 nhiem

pollute to make the air, water, or land dirty

zagadjivati ua kom liam sim 3erpfl3HRTb

wasakhee contaminan gay 8 nhi'em

pollution when the air, land, or water is dirty

zagadjenje key ua kom ham sim

wasakh contaminación

3arps3rieHme

skr ô nhi6m

pregnant a woman who will soon have baby

trudna xeeb tub

uur leh embarazada

6eperviem-ibik

mang thai

prevent

private

to stop

sprije6iti

ka jooji

ua zoo tu thiaj tsis muaj teeb meem nperkynpeKa,a-r

prevenir ngän nem

not owned by the government, owned by a person or company

privatan ntiag tug

gaar ah privada
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protect to keep something safe

za§tititi tiv thaiv OxpaHFITb, 3a1.1414LLIATb

ilaali, badbaadi proteger bao v"

provide to give something
obezbijediti,snabdijevati muab rau otecnet-mBaTb

cung cdpbixi proporcionar

public health helping everyone in the community stay healthy
javno zdravstvo pej xeem key nyob zoo

caafimaadka dadweynaha salud püblica

3ApasooxpaHeHme

khoe cong 'Song

Public Outreach Coordinator someone who gets information to people about an issue or program
koordinator javne sluthe za komunikaciju sa zajednicama tus Neeg Pab Pej Xeem
KoopwiHa-rop flpOrpaMMbl IR:MOWN Isu-duwaha Barnaamijka Xidhiidhka Dadweynaha

Coordinador de Alcance Piblico ngit6i cic8u hanh chtiong trinh phuc vu Ong dbng

recreation things people do for fun, like swimming or fishing

rekreacija key ua si

ciyaar recreación

oTrupix, pa3sneLieHimi

giäi tri, trô tieu khidn, thu tieu khidn

recycle to give things to a company that will make something new with them, instead of throwing them away

reciklirati

dib u dhaqangali

rov qab siv khoom qub

reciclar

11OBTOpHO li1C110nb3OBBTb

tdi sit dung, che'phgm lai

reduce to make less waste, so there is less to throw away

reducirati

yaree

ua tsawg zus

reducir

ynneHbuiaTb. copaw,a-rb

gim xtang, gim bdt

refugee a person who escapes from their country

izbjeglica neeg thoj nam

qaxooti refugiado

6exceHeu,

ngu'efi ty nan

refugee camp a place where refugees must wait before they can go to a new country
izbjegli6ki centar lub yeej thoj nam narepb p,nR elemeHtAes

xero qaxooti campo de refugiados trai ty nan

regulations rules or laws
regulativi key cai npasiina

xeerarka regulaciones luat 1, luat dinh, quy dinh

remove to take away or to take off

ukloniti, odstraniti tshem cHfrrb,

ka qaad remover thdo ri, thao bO, ra

research to study an issue or problem

istra2ivaëki rad

baadhitaan cilmi

key tshawb nrhiav

investigar
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respect to show consideration for

po§tovanje, po§tovati

ixtiraam

muaj koob meej

respetar

yeaxcemme

kinh phuc, n trong

respiratory the act of breathing

respiratorni, disajni

hawo-mareenka

hais txog tej hlab ntsws

respiratoria

pecnmpa-ropHbIA

duiing 116 hdp

reuse to buy things that can be used again and again, instead of throwing them away

ponovno upotrijebiti rov qab siv dua

dib u isticmaal reutilizar

noErropmoe mcnonb3oeamme

sif dung lai

reward money for helping the police

nagraditi nqi zog Boamarpawlemme

abaalgud recompensa thuang, hâu ta

rice patties wet lands for growing rice
riina polja

saambuus bariis ah tortitas de arroz

ncuav pmcoabie nenewkm
cánh dbng lila, ruOng lüa

risk dangerous chance

rizik

khatar, halis

ghov pheej hmoov

riesgo

pmck

nguy cd, rüi ro

runny noses when your nose drips
nos koji curi

san dareeraya/duuf leh

los los ntswg

nariz que gotea

macrmopk

s6 mui

scholarship free money to go to school
stipendija

deeq waxbarasho, aqoonyahannimo

coy nyiaj pab key kawm ntawv c-rmnemAms

beca hoc b6ng

season a specific time

sezona (lova i ribolova) caij (plob hav zoov thiab nuv ntses) Ce3OH

xilliga ugaadhsiga temporada mita, tho'i (san hat, cdu ca)

secondhand smoke smoke that comes from a cigarette, pipe, or cigar, or from the lungs of smokers

sekundarni dim pa luam yeeb naccmemoe kypemme

sigaarka qof kale cabo humo de segunda mano ngueti hit phai khói thu6c dii kh6ng hut thu6c

self-sufficient able to make enough to live without outside help

samodovoljan

isku filan

key uas yus pab tau yus tus kheej cannocroFrrenbHblVi, He3e1311Cl4Mblil

auto suficiente tkf hfc canh sinh

sensitive very aware of something

senzitivan, osjetljiv

garasho leh, u nugul

txawj xav

sensible
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serious dangerous

opasan, ozbiljan

culus, halis ah

ib yam txaus ntshai

serio

Cepbe3HblV1

nghiem trong, nghiem trang

sewer the pipes that carry the dirty water from homes and buildings to the treatment plant
kanalizacija

buulacada wasakhda

qhov taub cug quay zis

alcantarilla sanitaria

KaHarm3aums

cong rdnh ye sinh (thodt miOc)

slash and burn to cut down forests and burn plants to make land ready for farming
neplansko kr6enje §uma luaj thiab hlawv pe)kb m )krm

dhirta jar oo gub corte y quema ch4t vA d6t

sling shot small Y shaped shooting tool

praóka kav xus

toogasho wadhaf tiro con honda

porama
gihn na thun

snowmobile a small vehicle to drive on the snow
snomobil, vozilo za vonju po snijegu tsheb caij hauv xa naum MOTOCaH14

mootada barafka moto de nieve xe tnick tuyel

social workers government workers that help people with problems

socijalni radnici

shaqaalaha bulshada

coy neeg ua hauj lwm sau sau

trabajadores sociales

coumaribHue patiommu
can sy

soil dirt for planting

zemljrtte av notisa

carrada, ciida tierra dât

Southeast Asian people from Cambodia, Laos, Thailand, or Vietnam

iz jugoistoëne Azije Neeg Es Xias Qab Teb

Koonfur-bari Aasiya Asidtico del Sudeste

)1(14Tef F010-BOCTOL11-10k A31414

ngtreii ChAu A

specialist a person with experience in one subject or area

specijalist kws txuj

takhasus leh, aqoonyahan especialista

cnewianvicr
chuyen vien

sponsor someone who helps refugees come and live in the United States
sponzor niam qhuav txiv qhuav

qabanqaabiye, qofka wadanka ku keenay patrocinadora

crionop, nopyLivrrenb

nvoi bao try, bio lanh

storm drain the pipes that carry rainwater and melting snow from ycrur neighborhood to lakes and rivers
odliv vode

daad qaade, godka daadka

kwj deg

drenaje de tormenta

,lowp,eBble CTOK14

he th6ng thodt rid&

success a job well done

uspjeh

guul

qhov tau raws li siab xav

éxito

ycnex

str thanh ding

successful to finish a job and do it well

uspje§an ua tau raws li siab xav

guulaystay exitoso
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surgery to treat a disease with an operation

hirurgija, operacija key phais

qaliin cirugla

xvipyprw-ieckan onepaujiR

m6), giäi phau

survive to keep living
pre2ivjeti

noolow

ua tau neej

sobrevivir

BbING4Tb

s6ng con, bac* toan mang s6ng

swallowed eat or drank
progutan

liqay

nqos

tragado

11p01flOT14Tb

nu6t

sweep to push with a broom
pomesti, podstiti cheb

xaadh/xaaq barrer

nonmeTarb

quét don

teenagers children from 13 to 19 years old

tinejdien tub hluas ntxhais hluas MOTIOrkble JlIOB,Il (OT 13 J3,0 19 neT)

tu6i vi thAnh niên, niên, thiê-u niltobaneeyo-jir adolescentes

tire pressure the amount of air pressure inside your tire

pritisak u gumama log muaj pa npaum li cas

cadaadiska taayirka presi6n de la llanta

)3,aeneffine B uniHe

dp slat l6p xe

toxic it can make you sick

toksiëan, otrovan

sun ah

tshuaj muaj taug

t6xico

TOKCW-IHbIA, AB,01314Tblil

chdt dex hai

transmission part of the car between the engine and the wheels

prenos

gudbinta transmisi6n

cav tsheb coy cias Tpannimcciis (aErronnoemnbHaR)

hOp s6 (trong xe ho'i), truien dat, chuydri dat, chuydri giao

tri-sodium phosphate (TSP) a cleaning chemical

tri-natrijum fosfat ib hom tshuaj TpiiHaTpiiikPoccPaT

maadada tri-soodhiyarn fosphayt (TSP) trifosfato de sodio mu6i photphat natri

United States Environmental Protection Agency federal agency that tries to protect the environment

Ameaka federalna sluiba za zattitu iivotne sredine

Teb Chaws Arnelikas lub Koom Haurn Tiv Thaiv Chaw Puag Ncig

Are Hueo no 3aunirre orcpywaFoLueVi cpenbi CWA Wakaalada Badbaadinta Deegaanka ee Maraykanka

Agencia de Protecci6n del Medio Ambiente de los Estados Unidos Cd Quan Báo \re MOi Trito'ng Hao Kj/

vent a pipe that allows air to go outside the house, to allow air to go outside the house

odvod vazduha tso kom dim pa BbIBOA Happky

naqaska ka saar ventilar 6ng thông (hth)

volunteer someone who works for free

dobrovoljac

taboruce

neeg yeem ua hauj lwm

voluntario
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warning be careful, this is dangerous

upozorenje, painja

digniin

ceeb toom

advertencia

npepynpenleHlie
bdo truck, canh bdo

waste things we throw away, garbage
otpadni materijal khib nyiab

qashin desperdicio

o-rxoguDI

chdt thai

waste-to-energy facility plant that burns garbage to make electricity

mjesto za pretvaranje otpada u korisnu energiju

yCTaHOBKa )3,I1R nonyLieFuiR 3HeI1VII4 113 OTX0P,0B

instalación de transformación del desperdicio en energia

qhov chaw hlawv khib nyiab

goob gubta qashinka
nth bien chdt thai thanh nhien lieu

wastewater dirty water from homes and businesses
otpadne vode dej liam sim

biyaha la isticmaalay/biyo qashin ah agua residual

CT04Hble130b1

ntrdc thai

wastewater treatment cleaning the dirty water from homes and businesses

preágáavanje otpadnih voda key lirn dej liam sim 06pa6OTKa CTOLIHUX BOA

nadiifinta biyaha la isctimaalay tratamiento del agua residual xit 15, midc thai

watery eyes crying from eye irritation

suzne oëi

il ilmaynaysa

qhov muag muaj muaj kua muag cne3oTet-leHme

ojo lloroso chay nu& mat

weed killer chemical that kills weeds
sredstvo za uni§tavanje korova

dilaha dhirta qashinka ah

tshuaj tua nroj

mata hierva

Cpe,I3,CTBO gris elopb6b1 c COpHFIKaMI1

diet cO dai

wildlife wild animals

fauna tsiaj qus

ugaadha vida silvestre

)kvisan nptipop,a

thL1 hoang da, môi tnaing ft/ nhien, hoang da

wise informed good judgement
razuman

caqli-gal ah

thoob tsib

sabio

OepexcHbIA

khéo leo, dung dan

woodchips very small pieces of wood made from grinding up a tree
iverje txhais ntoo

burburka looxa trozos de madera
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